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THE PARLIAMENT OF RELIGIONS.
The great Parliament of Religions, after sessions 

extending through seventeen days, closed last week 
in a verv impressive manner. The attendance at the 

' sessions*averaged about thirty-five hundred persons.
There were read one hundred and twenty-live papers, 
besides a large number of short addresses, giving 
careful statements of the various religious beliefs 
which were represented on the platform during .hat 

, time. The object which Mr. Bonney and Dr. Bar- 
rows had in view in organizing this Parliament was 
to get an exhaustive statement of the doctrines of all 
the various sects, without any of that antagonism 
which necessarily comes from debate. It must be 
said that the object was accomplished with remarka
ble success. The papers read, at least a large num
ber of them, so far as they defined the dogmatic be
liefs and described the general religious convictions 
Mi%eling8 of the many secte that were represented.

in polygamy, would probably have been pass'd by 
without any demonstrations.

No doubt men will continue to differ in the futmc 
as they have differed in the past aud its they differ 
now. because climatic, social ami national environ
ment differ, but something has been gained in bring
ing representatives of different peoples and different 
religions together and to hear an expression of te- 
Bgious faith without any of the antagonism and acri
mony which have been generally characteristic of re
ligious discussion. Mr. Bonney and .Dr. Barrows
have reason to feel great satisfaction over the success 
of their project. They have worked with great per
sistence and unwearied industry and certainly deserte

ber of other isms, great and small, . were presented 
to the public in a way to command attention and to 
secure for these different religious systems and sects 
all the consideration to which they are entitled. The

tor (daughter <»f the great astronomer) paid tributes 
to “The Heroes of Evolution.” Psychology as re
lated to Evolution was the subject of addresses by 
B. F. Underwood. Dr. Herman Gasser. D^. John E* 
Purdon, Harvey U. Alford and W. E. Coleman.

Sociology was considered by Rev. A. N. Somers, 
Bayard Holmes, M. DoMrs. Florence Griswold Buck- 
stalT, and Miss Mary A. Dodge (“Gail Hamilton”). 
“Religion as Affected by Evolution'1 was the subject 
of papers and addresses by Dr. Charles T. Stockwell. 
Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch, Rev. Howard MacQueary, E. 
P. Powell and others. Rev. M. J. Savage, Dr. Lewis

all the high praise which has heen bestowed upon 
them on account uf the success that has crowned 
their efforts, Quite as wonderful as the World s I air 
itself, in our opinion is this great Parliament of Re
ligions, the closing of which presented as picturesque 
an appearance as did its opening, to which wc iu- 
(erred in a former number of The Jouknai..

What will the effect be upon missionary enterprise? 
When the people come to understand the high char
acter, the learning, the amiability, the graefousness 
of the representatives of the different forms of pagan
ism, what will be their response to calls for money to 
send missionaries to teach religion to the people 
whom these pagans represent. 1 he tendency may 
be to invite attention to what is sometimes miscalled

publication of these addresses in a volume or a num
ber of volumes will be of the greatest value, not only 
to the respective adherents of these systems of relig
ion, but to those who stand outside of all denomina
tions and are unpledged to any formulated creed.

4 ■ The one important truth brought out was this: that 
in all religions there are general elements of worth 
held in common, that the fundamental elements of 
religion are found equally in India, Turkey, England 
and the United States, and that among these sys
tems, there are superficial differences, such differ
ences as correspond with the differences of environ-

G- Janes. C.Suniland Wake. Rev's Jenkin L. Jones 
and H. M. Simmons presented papers on “The Mor
als of Evolution.” “Economics as Related to Evolu
tion” was considered by James A. Skilton and others. 
An interesting feature was a symposium on this sub
ject In the form uf brief papers from Mr. John Fiske, 
Dr. Edmund Montgomery, Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, Benj. 
B. Kingsbury, F. M. Holland and others. There was 
not a note of discord during the entire Congress. A 
committee was appointed at a special meeting held 
last Su

paganism in our own midst the vice, the squalor, 
the wretchedness, the extreme poverty, which prevail 
in all our large cities. Of course it is a slander on 
paganism to use this name to characterize a condi
tion uf things, which representativesof paganism con
demn no less strongly than do those of Christianity: 
in pagan countries, the word Christian has been used 
in the same manner- as a term of opprobrium, as for 
instance when the Mohammedan* have used the ex
pression “Christian dogs.” Let us hope that all the 
different religious teachers will specially note the

A CASE OF TELEPATHY.
Annales des Sciences Psychiqucs for July-August 

contains a case of telepathy in which Gambetta 
figures, reported by M. IL Cheerier to Prof. Chas. 
Bichet:

“It is to Dr. Pozzi that you are indebted for the ob
servation which my companion and friend M. V..— 
will transmit to you. Ten years ago I had a very

meet, climate, soil, habits, customs, etc.
It was a pleasing sight to see systems and sects 

that have been so long antagonistic, the adherents of 
which in many cases have reddened the earth with 
blood and blackened the heavens with the smoke of 
human hecatombs over these differences in matter of 
faith, come together in such amity and listen to what 
one another had to say in defense of its beliefs. I 
There was such concord in spirit as exceeded the 1 
most sanguine expectations of all interested in this 
Parliament. ItTs true there were a few things which 
wore discordant, a few expressions which might bet
ter have been omitted, indicating the presence of that 
uncharitableness and bigotry, of which it was hoped 
there would be seen no manifestations at the Parlia
ment. Rev. Joseph Cook was the first and perhaps

good in the various systems and that they will recog
nize the fact that the vice and crime and misery in 
the world arc condemned by them all; and thus they 
may all unite, in order to lessen these evils and to 
bring about that golden age, which men have put in 
the past, but which surely belongs to the future of 
the race.

the most conspicuous offender. Rev. Mr. Pentecost 
He misrepresented the facts in regardwas another, 

to religious 
manner his 
by one of

life in India, and in a most titling 
false statements were pointed out 
the representatives of the Budd- 
Mohammed Alexander Webb en-

THE CONGRESS OF EVOLUTIONISTS.
The Congress of Evolutionists held lust week in the 

Memorial Art Palace was a decided success and in 
every way a most satisfactory scries of meeting*. 
The Congress extended through three days throe 
sessions each day. The hall assigned to this Uon- 
gress was well filled during all the sessions and 
crowded during some of them. After the opening 
address by B. F. Underwood, the chairman, in which

I was sketched the progress of evolutionary thought, a 
I paper on “Social Evolution and Social Duty,” con

severe pulmonary congestion. My two physicians 
Dhhue and William had given me up and my family 
in tears were awaiting my last moments. It was the 
night of the 31st of December to January 1st, 1882. 
In the course of my sickness which lasted from the 
2ath of December, I had heard it said that Gambetta, 
whom 1 bad known when J was studying law and 
whom I had met on his coming into power, was, like 
me, very sick and in great danger,

Naturally, I had been impressed with the conse
quence of his death. My sickness had grown worse 
and from the morning of the 31st my life was des
paired of.

All the day Jong I had hallucinations of the dance 
of death (hallucinations macabrcs). Everything in 
my chamber borrowed the form and appearance of 
skeletons who kept calling to me, attracted me, bent 
over me on my bed and made signs to me to follow

hist faith.
countered some opposition because of l^is remarks 
on polygamy, which if they had been fully under
stood as intended by Mr. Webb, who is no believer

tributed by Herbert Spencer, was read, after which 
Edward P. Powell gave an address on “Constructive 
Evolution.” During the Congress questions in

I “Biology” were treated by Dr. M. L. Holbrook, Dr. 
I Edmund Montgomery and Rev. John C. Kimball. 
I Edwin Hayden, Dr. Duren J. IL Ward, Mrs. Sara A.

Underwood, Prof. T. J. Burrill, and Miss Mary Proc-

them. Especially noticeable was the copper lamp 
which hung from the ceiling. All at once some one 
comes and sits down on the edge of my bed. It wks 
Gambetta. A dialogue on our conditions of health 
ensued in which each of us insisted that the other 
would be the first to pass the banks of the Styx. This 
fatiguing, enervating dialogue lasted an hour. It 
ended by the disappearance of the vision with these 
words which I must have articulated with force for 
my nurse had come to my bedside attracted, by tho 
sound of my voice: “Old fellow, you will be the lirst 
to pass over.”

At this moment I recovered from my feverish tem
per and feeling myself better, had the thermometer
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placed in my armpit. It had fallen two decrees and 
I was saved-the happy crisis was passed. On the 
morrow Dubue was saluted by me with the news of 
Gambata’s death. He was much surprised at it for, 
not having as yet read the papers he was ignorant of 
the death of Gambetta which had taken place at thc 
moment I was saying to him, Gambetta. that it was 
he, and not I that was going to die. Before Dubuc 
came I had announced to my mother and my wife the 
event. This is not a story made up after thc event. 
In answer to some inquiries directed to him by Bichet 
he says that he was not in the habit of addressing 
Gambetta in affectionate terms usually. However in 
my interview with him which I assure yon was true 
and real, we addressed each other in affectionate 
terms (nous nous tutoyons). He frequently spoke of 
Gambetta during his illness and indeed to such a de
gree that his wife remarked that he “made her tirct 
with his Gambetta."

He has not been subject to any hallucinations since 
this event.

SPIRITUALIST UNIVERSITIES.
Every once in a while somebody, either in enthu

siastic zeal or with some ulterior personal end in 
view, proposes to establish a Spiritualists' College. 
Very often the more ambitious word “University" is 
used to indicate the purpose and scope of the pro
poser. Such persons, it is hardly necessary;to say. 
have no idea of the requirements of a university, of 
the money that is needed to establish one and to sus
tain it on thc basis in any way comparable with the 
leading universities of the country. What they 
really aim at is the founding of a school, a private 
school, which shall employ a few teachers to instruct 
in the common branches, aud’in addition some “pro 
lessor" to give lectures in defense of Spiritualism, 
“psychic science/’ etc. With the announcement of 
the intention to establish such a school is generally 
an appeal to the public for funds. It is an easy way 
to obtain money Trom enthusiastic Spiritualists who 
know very little about the methods of higher educa
tion and yet have an interest in its advancement, and 
who wish to see Spiritualism recognized by some 
educational institution. The J<h rnal has no sym
pathy with any propositions of this sort. Indeed, it 
is opposed to them, for if they could be put upon an 
established basis, under the direction of those who 
would be liable to control them spiritualistic “uni
versities" would do far more, to hinder than to ad
vance the cause of truth. A spiritualistic college or 
university would only be one more sectarian institu
tion. Think of selecting professors with a view to 
their teaching Spiritualism dogmatically—because it 
could not be taught in the college before classes 
otherwise than as dogma, for any careful discrimin
ating teaching and the" examination of phenomena 
with a view to their verification or denial requires 
experiences such as could not be expected among 
students. The whole work of examining .Spiritual
ism on a scientific basis, with a view to putting its 
chums beyond question among careful thinkers be
longs not to a school or a college, not to a class of 
students but to experts who have especially qualified 
themselves for such investigation. We have in suf
ficient numbers already schools and universities well 
endowed, broad and liberal in their spirit and 
methods, in which the highest education can he ob
tained. Who is going to withhold from a son or 
daughter, to* whom is to be given a liberal education, 
the advantages of such institutions in order that he or 
she may go to a little one-horse school-house And ob
tain a merely elementary and second rate education 
as such a school only can afford. It cannot be too 
often repeated that Spiritualists do not form a sect, 
that they do-not wish to be isolated from the rest of 
mankind inZo a special religious cult. Spiritualists 
may be in the churches or outside, may belong to tliis 
or that or the other organization. They arc Spirit
ualists not because of their associations or aflil inions, 
but in virtue of their belief in the existence of spirit 
as’primary being, the survival of the soul after bodily 
dissolution and the relation between the invisible

whatsoever, in consideration of $10. Swanson was 
in the hospital live or six daysand during that time 
his folks did not know where he was. Hearing of an 
accident they went to the hospital and asked if he 
was there and received thc reply that he was not. 
When he was let out bis son found a check on his 
person from the city railway company for $HL Thc 
old man didn't know what it meant, as he. could not 
read a word of English, hut thc company had four or 
five witnesses to the fact that be had signed away his 
right to bring suit. It was on account of this state of 
things that last October a few men formed the Good 
Samaritan society. Its purposes are to give aid to 
those who suffer from accidents on thc city and steam 
railways, to protect them during their illness, assure 
them that their families will be taken care of while they 
are unable to provide for them and that their rights 
will be pushed in the courts. This society entered 
the hospitals by its representatives after a man was 
hurt. It has done some very good work. The rail
ways learned of this and immediately took steps to 
prevent it. They are now barred absolutely from 
three of the most prominent hospitals in the city, 
and the parties in charge frankly admit the reason. 
•You are coming here to urge these patients to bring 
•suit against thc railroad companies/ they say. ‘Now 
they give t\s a good deal of money, so we must ob
ject to your coining here.' Henceforth they were 
barred from the doors had not a < food Samaritan 
crossed the threshold to befriedl his suffering brother. 
The railway claim agents were permitted to come 
and settle with thc victims ata. low basis, especially 
if they are poor, which most uf them are."

Some discussion has been going on concerning Herr 
Rosenbaum’s recently proposed theory of sleep, 
namely: That thc amvmic condition of the brain is 
due to an excess of water in the brain cells of that 
body. The supposition, as stated, is that slecpis 
essentially a matter of nervous action and the direct 
cause is thought to be fatigne of the nerve-cells, 
which communicate with the heart and bring about 
some change in tho circulation; the nerve-cells arc 
thus supposed to be full of water when sleep comes 
on, and this water during sleep passes into the ven
ous blood as waste, and the nerve-cells then receive 
nourishment from fresh arterial blood- then when 
the process is entirely over the sleeper awakes. Ac
cording to this theory, sleep is not solely healthy 
because it rests the body and brain, but also because 
it invigorates them. It is also to be inferred from 
Rosenbaum’s theory that the nerve-cells and brain 
of infants who sleep so much must contain more 
water than is to be found in those of adults ami that 
the effectiveness of brain-cells is in inverse ratio to 
the water contents. Of not inferior interest is the 
theory of Dr. James Cappe, of Edinburgh, and also 
held by some other eminent scientists, namely: /That 
the veins of the piameter, the inner membrane of the 
skull, are capable of congesting and dispersing com
paratively large quantities of blood: that congestion 
produces vertigo and senselessness or stupor and 
that the dispersion of blood from the brain-cells pro
duces a slight compression on the surface of the brain 
and thus brings about sleep.

The Congress of the Society for Ethical Culture 
held in the Art Palace last week was anol her Con
gress in the success of which all liberal thinkers 
should rejoice since it shows increasing interest in 
the ethical side of religion and life. Dr. Felix Adler, 
W. M. Salter, S. B. Weston, Dr. Stanton Coit, W. L. 
Sheldon and others gave addresses, and several in
teresting reports in regard to ethical work and prog
ress were read.

A school of Magnetism has been founded at Paris 
in which a two years’ course is pursued under the in
struction yf Dr. Eneausse (Papus) in physiology. 
Vigouron.x in anatomy, of Rouxel in the history uf 
magnetism, of Durville in magnetic physics, etc. it 
opens on the second of October next.

realm and this sublunary sphere. For Spiritualists 
in tliesd times when creeds arc dissolving and old or
ganizations arc loosing their distinctiveness as sec
tarian bodies and intellectual breadth and sympathy 
are being manifested by the. union of the most diverse 
religious elements on a common platform for the. free 
expression of thought, for Spiritualists now to talk 
about founding a sectarian college or “university" is 
to show that they have not outgrown the spirit of 
dogma and thc methods of the. churches in which they 
were reared; but the mass of Spiritualists have no 
sympathy with anything of thc kind and we have no 
doubt they are in entire, accord with Tin. Joirxal 
in discountenancing1 any movement, whatever the 
motive of its origination, such as we have indicated.

CHARCOT.
Dr. Paul Gibier. who was a pupil of Charcot in thc 

Academy of Medicine in Paris on receiving news of 
thc death of the great man, said many pleasant things 
of him. We give the following:

I see 1ms mark everywhere in therapeutics. Not 
only was he fecund by his own personal work, but he 
thought of various directions that afforded oppor
tunity to studious young phy-icians. and he pointed 
them tlie way. I, fortunately, was one of those..but 
I must not speak of myself. Charcot, of course, is 
best known outside of the medical profession by his 
treatment of hysterical men and women by what was 
commonly called hypnotism. It would, bo too long 
and too technical to describe that method of treat
ment. But, Tor example, a hoy or a girl, let us say 
a girl, was brought to him suffering from nervous at
tacks: she was bad tempered, she was vicious. First 
of all he would impress upon her that if she. persisted 
in her present course worse would follow. He would 
let her know the cause of her disease; he would isolate 
her, separate her from her ordinary surroundings; he 
would treat her with a special diet; he would calm 
her; finally he would try to hypnotize her. How? 
Either by a sudden alarm or by other methods which 
it is just as well everybody should not know. Hav
ing* put her to sleep he would treat her “by sugges
tion," as it is called. He would order her. “Now^^ 
you must not do this," “You must not do that/1 al
ways ordering her, commanding her not to do those 
things that had brought upon her her nervous dis
ease. When she awoke she obeyed him.

A London correspondent of tic Intel* Ocean, writes: 
The English ami American reader-, are familiar with 
the current caricaturing of the average British peer 
as a repulsive creature, with slanting forehead and 
receding chin. No belter opportunity was ever af
forded for putting the indictment to test than this 
week. It must stand. It Is abundantly proved that 
the composite photograph of those members of the 
House of Lords, who hold, scats by inheritance ami 
not by appointment, would be the personification of 
weakness mentally, morally and physically, self-in
dulgence., selfishness, bigotry and intolerance, Your 
correspondent has sometimes expressed the opinion 
that thc English people were too firmly attached to 
existing institutions, to aristocracy, to sweep away 
the House of Lords, if it opposed popular will per
sistently, but he must add now the conviction that 
the only safety for the great prerogatives enjoyed by 
the Ibt) persons who rejected ‘he home-rule bill this 
morning lies in thc mysterious seclusion from which 
they emerged this week. If their fares and forms 
should once be depicted before the English people 
their political doom would be sealed.

Corporations which are the sources of many 
deaths ami accidents have specially qualified men to 
persuade thc injured into accepting a bagatelle for 
an injury. A Chicago attorney recently related the 

’allowing: “An old German named Swanson was in
ured on the North Side street railway. He was 

taken to the, Alexian Brothers' hospital, where the 
claim agent of the company secured his signature, 
which released the corporation from all damages
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THE PSYCHICAL SCIENCE CONGRESS

[We present to tho readers of The Journal this 
week three papers read before the Psychical Science 
Congress, contributed by ProL Oliver Lodge, F. R. S., 
Dr. Charles Whedon and Mrs. Janet E. Ruutz Rees. 
—Eil]

ON THE DIFFICULTY OF MAKING CRUCIAL EX
PERIMENTS AS TO THE SOURCE OF THE 

EXTRA OR UNUSUAL INTELLIGENCE 
MANIFESTED IN TRANCE-SPEECH, 

AUTOMATIC-WRITING, AND 
OTHER STATES OF AP

PARENT MENTAL 
INACTIVITY.

By Oliver Lodge, F. R. S.

It has long been known that in order to achieve 
remarkable results in any department of intellectual 
activity, the mind must be to some extent unaware of 
passing occurrences. To be keenly awake and • ‘on 
the spot” is a highly valued accomplishment, and for 
the ordinary purposes of mundane affairs is a far 
more useful state of mind than the rather hazy and 
absorbed condition which is associated with the 
quality of mind called genius; but it is not as effect
ive for brilliant achievement.

When a poet-or musician or mathematician feels 
himself inspired, his senses are I suppose dulled or 
half asleep; and though probably some part of his 
br^fa is in a great state of activity, I am not aware 
v^any experiments directed to test which that part 
Is; nor whether when in that state, any of the more 
ordinary used portions are really dormant or not. It 
would be interesting but difficult to ascertain the pre
cise physiological accompaniments of that which on 
a small scale is called brown study, and on a larger 
scale a period of inspiration.

It does not seem unreasonable to suppose that the 
state is somewhat allied to the initial condition of 
anaesthesia—the somnambulic condition—when, 
though the automatic processes of the body go cn 
with greater perfection than usual, the conscious or 
noticing aspect of the mind is latent, so that the 
things which influence tho person are no longer the 
ordinary events which affect his peripheral organs, 
but either something internal or else something not 
belonging to the ordinary known physical universe 
at all. ”

The mind is always in a receptive state, perhaps, 
but whereas the business-like wide-awake person re
ceives impressions from every trivial detail of his 
physical surroundings, the half-asleep person seems 
to receive impressions from a different stratum al
together. Higher in some instances; lower in some 
instances, but different always from those received by 
ordinary men in their every-day state.

In a man of genius tho state comes on of itself and 
the results are astounding. There exist occasionally 
feeble persons, usually young, who seek to attain to 
the achievement of genius by the easy process of 
assuming or encouraging an attitude of vacancy and 
uselessness. There may be all grades of result at
tained while in this state, and the state itself is of 
less than no value unless it is justified by the results.

By experiment and observation it has now been es
tablished that a state very similar to ‘this can be in
duced by artificial means, e. g., by drugs, by hypno
sis, by crystal gazing, by purposed inattention; and 
also that the state can occur occasionally without 
provocation during sleep and during trance.

*******
Well now the question arises, what is the source 

of the intelligence manifested during epochs of hyp

notic or automatic or somnambulic or trance or clair
voyant lucidity?

The two most striking cases of which I am now 
immediately or mediately cognizant, arc tho tranco 
state of Mrs. Piper and the automatic state of Mr. 
Stead. Through Mr. Myers I know of many more 
varieties and instances; and without any apparent 
lulling of attention at all I am experimentally assured 
of the possibility of conveying information between 
one mind and another without the aid of ordinary 
sense organs; but the two eases mentioned are espe
cially striking and will serve to narrow the field to 
what after all may be considered at present the main 
points.

Mrs. Piper in the trance state is undoubtedly (I use 
the word in tho strongest sense, I have absolutelyno 
more doubt on the subject than I have of any friend’s 
ordinary knowledge of me and other men), Mrs. 
Piper's trance personality is undoubtedly aware of 
much to which she has no kind of ordinarily recog
nized clue, and of which in her ordinary state she. 
knows or remembers nothing. But how does she get 
this knowledge? She herself when in the trance 
state asserts that she gets it by conversing with the 
deceased friends and relatives of people present. 
And that this is a genuine opinion of hers, i. e., that 
the process feels like that to her unconscious or sub
conscious mind, the part of her which calls itself 
Phinuit, I am fully prepared to believe. But that 
does not carry us very far towards a knowledge of 
what the process actually is.

Conversation implies speaking with the mouth, 
and when receiving or asking information she is 
momentarily in a deeper slumber, and certainly not 
occupied in speech. At times indeed slight mutter
ings of questions and replies are heard,' very like the 
mutterings of a person in sleep undergoing a vivid 
dream.

Dream is certainly the ordinary person’s nearest 
approach to the Phinuit condition, and the fading of 
recollection as the conscious memory returns is also 
paralelled by the waking of Mrs. Piper out of the 
trance. But instead of a nearly passive dream, it is 
far more nearly allied to the sonambullc state, though 
the activity, instead of being chiefly locomotory, is 
mainly mental and only partially muscular.

She is in a state of somnambulism in which the 
mind is more active than the body; and the activity 
is so different from the ordinary activity, she is so 
distinctly a different sort of person, that she quite ap
propriately calls herself by another name.

It is natural to ask, is she still herself? but it is 
difficult to answer, unless “herself” be defined. It is 
her mouth that is speaking, and I suppose her brain 
and nerves working the oral muscles, but they are 
not worked in the customary way, nor does the mind 
manifested thereby at all resemble her mind. Until, 
however, the meaning of identity can be accurately 
specified I find it difficult to discuss the question 
whether she or another person is really speaking.

On this point the waking experience of Mr. Stead 
is of assistance.

Mr. Stead’s mouth does nut speak, but his hand 
writes; and it writes matter not in his mind and 
which he does not fee! that he is writing. His hand 
is writing and he is (or is not—often I fear is not) 
taking the attention of his own conscious mind away 
from his hand and letting it be guided by his sub
conscious or by some other mind.

The instructive feature about this phenomenon of 
Mr. Steid’s (I call it Mr. Stead’s though it has of 
course been long known, but it has broken out in his 
case with surprising vigor) is that the minds appar
ently using his hand are not so much those of dead 
as of living people. The great advantage of this is 
that they can be catechized afterwards about their 
share In the transaction; and it then appears that al
though the communication purporting to be from 
them really does convey what they were doing or 
thinking, in fact what they might have written, yet 
actually they knew nothing about the writing, neither 
the muscular fact nor the intelligent substance. It 
does not do to jump to the conclusion that this wil 
always be the case, th^t the connection is never con

sciously, reciprocal, as when two persons are talking, 
but it shows that at any rate it need not be so.

To return to Mr. Stead. Since then the living 
communicant is not aware of the fact that she is dic
tating his handwriting, so the dead person need not 
be consciously operative; and thus conceivably the 
hand of the automatist may be influenced apparently 
by minds other than his own, minds both living and 
dead (one apparently as readily as the other) but not 
by a conscious portion of toe mind of any one; but 
the sub-conscious or dreamy portion, if by any por
tion at all.

When Phinuit then, or Mrs. Piper in the trance 
state, reports conversations which she has had with 
other minds (usually in PhinuiVs case with persons 
deceased), and even then the voice changes and 
messages come apparently from those very people 
themselves, it does not follow that they themselves 
are necessarily aware of the fact, nor need their 
conscious mind (if they have any) have anything 
whatever to do with the process.

The signature of Mr. Stead’s automatic hand is 
equivalent to the assertion that Miss X------for in
stance, is deliberately writing; Phinuit’s statement is 
equally an assertion that Mr. E—— is deliberately 
speaking and the one statement may be no more a lie 
than the other is a forgery, and yet neither need be 
what is ordinarily called true.

That this community of mind or possibility of dis
tant interchange or one-sided reception of thoughts 
exists, is to me perfectly clear and certain.

I venture further to say that persons who deny the 
bare fact, expressed as I here wish to express it with
out any hypothesis are simply ignorant. They have 
not studied the facts of the subject. It may be for 
lack of opportunity, it may be for lack of inclination, 
they are by no means bound to investigate it unless 
they choose, but any dogmatic dentals which such 
persons may 
very near 
phenomena 
selves, the '

We must not too readily assume that the apparent 
action of one mind on another is really such an 
action. The impression received may come from the 
ostensible agent, but it may come from a third per
son; or again it may, as some think more likely, 
come from some central mind or Zeitgeist, (I don’t 
really mean the Zeitgeist, but James calls it that and 
it is, I suppose, the most secular idea) to which all 
ordinary minds are related and by which they are in
fluenced. If it could be shown that the action is a 
syntonic or sympathetic connection between a pair 
of minds, then it might be surmised that the action is 
a physical one, properly to be expressed as occurring 
directly between brain and brain, or body and body. 
On the other hand the action may conceivably be 
purely psychological, and the distant brain may be 
stimulated not by the intervention of anything 
physical or material, but in some more immediate 
manner; from its psychological instead of from its 
physiological side.

The question is quite a dciinite one if properly ex
pressed: Does the action take place through a 
physical medium or does it not?

Guesses at a priori likelihood are absolutely worth
less; if the question is to be answered it must be at
tacked experimentally.

Now the ordinary way in which A-- communi
cates with B----- ■ is through a certain physical 
mechanism, and the thought of A----- may be said to 
exist for a finite time as an etherial or aerial quiver 
before it reproduces a similar thought in the mind of 
B----- . We have got so accustomed to the existence 
of this intermediate physical process that instead of 
striking us as roundabout and puzzling it appeals to 
us as natural and simple; and any more direct action 
of a-----on B------ , without a physical mechanism, is 
scouted as absurd or at least violently improbable. 
Well, it is merely a question of fact, and perhaps it 
is within the range of a crucial experiment.

But it may be at once admitted that such an ex
periment is difficult of execution. If the effect is a
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physical one it should vary according to some law of 
distance, or it should depend on the nature of the in
tervening medium; but in order to test whether in 
any given case such variation occurs, it is necessary 
to have both agent and percipient in an unusually 
dependable condition, and they should if possible be 
unaware of the variation which is under test.

This last condition is desirable because of the sen
sitiveness of the sub-consciousness to suggestion; 
self-suggestion and other. If the percipient got an 
idea that distance was detrimental, most likely it 
would be detrimental; and although a suggestion 
might be artiticially instilled that distance was ad
vantageous this would hardly leave the test quite fair 
for the lessened physical stimulus might perhaps be 

I over utilized by the more keenly excited organism.
■ Still that is an experiment to be tried among others; 

and it would be an instructive experience if the agent 
some day was, say, in India when the percipient 
thought he was in London, or vice versa.

It is extremely desirable to probe this question of 
a physical or non-physical mode of communication 
in cases of telepathy and if the fact can be estab
lished beyond doubt that sympathetic communication 
occurs between places as distant as India or America 
and England or say the terrestrial antipodes, being 
unfelt between, or in the neighborhood of the 
source, then I should feel that this was so unlike 
what we are accustomed to in physics that I should 
be strongly urged to look to some other and more 
direct kind of mental relationship as the clue.

This then is the first question on which crucial ex
periments are desirable though difficult.

1. Is the mechanism of telepathy physical or not?
The second question of which J am thinking is one 

less easy to state, and far less easy (as I think) to re
solve. It may be stated thus, in two parts, or as two 
separate questions:

। 2. Is the power of operating on the minds of ter-
»Ml^.||fM^ |p living terrestrial brains?

^ w Mortaring with 
confined to living

I should conjecture that an affirmative answer to 
question 1 would render likely an affirmative answer 
to questions 2 and 3; but that a negative answer to 
question 1 would leave 2 and 3 entirely open, be
cause, so far as we at present know, terrestrial peo
ple and people with material bodies may be the only 
people who exist.

It is this possibility^ or as many would hold prob
ability or almost certainty that renders the strict 
scientific statement of questions 2 and 3 so difficult. 
Yet they are questions which must be faced, and they 
ought to be susceptible in time of receiving definite 
answers. I

That there are living terrestrial people? we know, 
we also know that there is an immense ? variety of 
other terrestrial life; though if we were nbt familiar 
with the fact, the luxuriant prevalence and variety 
of life would be surprising; the existence df a bat, for 
instance, or a lobster, would be quite ^incredible. 
Whether there is life on other planets jve do not 
know, and whether there is conscious existence be
tween the planets we do not know, but I see no 
a priori reason for making scientific assertions on 
the subject one way or the other. It is only at pres
ent a mattei’ of probability. Just because we know 
that the earth is peopled with an immense variety of 
living beings, I myself should rather expect to find 
other regions many-peopled, and with a still more 
extraordinary variety. So also since mental action 
is conspicuous on the earth I should expect to find it 
existed elsewhere. If life is necessarily associated 
with a material carcase, then no doubt the surface of 
one of the many lumps of matter must be the scene of 
its activity, but if any kind of mental action is inde
pendent of material or physical environment then it 
may conceivably be that the psychical population is 
not limited to the material lumps, but may luxuriate 
either in the interstellar spaces or in some undimen- 
sional form of existence of which we have no con-

* ception.
Were it not for the fact of telepathy the entire

question would be an idle one, a speculation based on 
nothing and apparently incapable of examination, 
still less of verification or disproof.

But granted the fact of telepathy the question 
ceases to be an idle one, because it is just possible 
that these other intelligences, if they in any sense 
exist, may be able to communicate with us by the 
same sort of process as that by which we are now 
learning to be able to communicate with each other.

Whether it be true or not it has been constantly 
and vehemently asserted as a fact, that such commu
nication.-., mainly from deceased relatives, but. often 
also from strangers, are occasionally received by 
living persons.

The utterances of Phinuit, the handwriting of Miss 
A——, of Mr. Stead and others abound with commu
nications purporting to come from minds not now 
associated with terrestrial matter.

Very well then, is a crucial or test experiment pos
sible, to settle whether this claim is well founded or 
not?

Mere sentimental messages conveying personal 
traits of the deceased, though frequently convincing 
to surviving friends, cannot be allowed much sci
entific weight. Something more definite or gener
ally intelligible must be sought. Of such facts, the 
hand-writing of the deceased person, if reproduced 
accurately by an automatist who has never seen that 
hand-writing seems an exceptionally good test if it 
can be obtained. But the negative proof of igno
rance on the part of the writer may be difficult.

At first sight facts known to the deceased but not 
known to the automatist, if reported in a correct and 
detailed manner so as to surpass mere coincidence, 
would seem a satisfactory test, but here telepathy, 
which has stood us in good stead so far, begins to 
operate the other way; for if the facts are known to 
nobody on earth they cannot perhaps be verified, and 
if they are known to somebody still alive—however 
distant he may be—it Is necessary to assume it possi
ble that they were unconsciously telepathed from bis 
mind.

But a certain class of facts may be verified with
out the assistance or knowledge of any living person; 
as when a miser having died with the sole clue to a 
depositor “valuables,” an automatist’s hand, over 
the miser’s signature, subsequently describes the 
place; or when a sealed document, carefully depos
ited, is posthumously deciphered; the test in either 
of these cases is a better one. But still, living tele
pathy of a deferred kind is not excluded, though to 
my thinking it is rendered extremely improbable for, 
as Mr. Podmore has often urged, the person writing 
the document or burying the treasure may have been 
ipso facto an unconscious agent on the minds of con
temporaries.

Postponement of the apparent posthumous action 
for more than a century, so that all contemporaries 
are necessarily dead, strains this sort of telepathic 
explanation still more, in fact to breaking point; but 
such an event is hardly within the reach of purposed 
experiment—the ether is; and responsible people 
ought to write and deposit specific documents, for 
the purpose of posthumously communicating them to 
some one if they can, taking all reasonable precau
tion against fraud and collusion; and also, which is 
perhaps a considerable demand, taking care that they 
do not forget the contents themselves.

But afterall even if this were successfully achieved, 
the proof to us of mental action on the part of the 
deceased “agent” is still incomplete, for it may be 
that telepathy is not the right kind of explanation of 
these things at all; it may be that they are done by 
clairvoyance, that the document though sealed or 
enclosed in metal is read in some unknown or fourth
dimensional manner by the subliminal self.

The existence of such a power as this, however, 
can be separately tested; because if straightforward 
clairvoyance is possible, things unknown to any per
son living or dead may be read or inspected. And 
in trying this experiment a negative conclusion must 
not be jumped at too readily. A positive answer 
might be definite enough, a negative answer can 
only be a probability. Moreover it would be wise to

tell an automatist who is endeavoring to decipher the 
unknown figures that in that collocation they have 
never been inspected by man, lest the knowl
edge should act as a gratuitously hostile or debilitat
ing suggestion.

As to the third question I must defer its considera
tion, as this paper is too long. 1 pass to a fourth:

4. Is it possible to become aware of events before 
they have occurred ?

The anticipation of future events is a power not at 
all necessarily to be expected on spiritistic or any 
other hypothesis; it is a separate question and will 
have important bearings of its own. An answer to 
this question 4 in the affirmative would vitally affect 
our metaphysical notions of “time,” but they will 
not of necessity have an immediate bearing on the 
existence in the universe of intelligences other than 
our own. A cosmic picture gallery (as Mr. Myers 
calls it,) or photographic or phonographic record of 
all that has occurred or wifi occur in the universe, 
may conceivably in some sense exist, and may be 
partly open and dimly decipherable to the lucid part 
of the automatist’s or entranced person’s mind.

But the question for us now is whether we can ob
tain clear and unmistakable proof of the existence 
of this forseeing power in any form. It is not an 
easy thing to establish beyond any kind of doubt. 
Casual and irresponsible critics (like Mr. Taylor 
Innes in the Nineteenth Century,) frequently urge 
that a postmark on a letter which details an event 
either not yet happened or certainly not known by 
ordinary methods (like a recent shipwreck in mid
ocean, for instance,) would be proof positive to them 
of something occult, whether it would be telepathy 
or clairvoyance, and whether it happen to be of 
an event which has already occurred or of one imme
diately about to occur. Mr. Innes goes so far as to 
say that a document thus officially verified by a post
office clerk would be worth thousands of pounds" to 
the British Museum. If so it would be singularyeftsy 
to get rich. I believe that a post mark on an envoi* 
ope would satisfy some of these critics but a post 
mark on the document itself would be entirely con
vincing!

I wonder some enterprising Pigott has not en
deavored to gull a leading journal by an elaborate 
account of the “Victoria” disaster, written on fools
cap paper transmitted blank through the post at 
smalt cost, in preparation for any such striking 
event; or perhaps on paper subsequently covered 
with previous post marks by a genial post office 
friend, and decorated with rod tape by a live govern
ment clerk! \

The feeling that anything done by a postoffice of
ficial is conclusive, is of the same order as the opin
ion that barristers or criminal judges or medical 
practitioners are the only people fit to investigate 
unusual menial phenomena, because their practice 
makes them, familiar with the warpings of the human 
mind.

But, to consider the case of a medical practitioner; 
as I understand a doctor’s business, it is to cure an 
abnormality if he can, not to prolong and investigate 
it. True a doctor may be a scientific man in addi
tion, but as a physician, he is out of his element as a 
general investigator; and as a leading practitioner he 
has very little spare time. Were it not so the record 
against the profession—the attitude of the main body 
of doctors has taken lo everything new—would be 
not only pitiful, as it is, but essentially disgraceful.

To this day I feel sure that many promising sub
jects, some for investigation and some for psychical 
cure, are being lost both to science and to themselves 
within the walls of our asylums......... Meanwhile it 
seems to me propable that in this department of sci
ence, as in every other, the wholesome and valuable 
part of skepticism will ultimately be broken down if at 
all, not by any one conclusive experiment, but by con
verging lines of testimony coming in from many and 
unexpected quarters; and the breach will be assisted 
by the gradual perception that such psychical actions 
as are proved to occur are not portents or ruptures in 
the order of nature, but are natural and simple out
growths from what science already knows; they are
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" first fruits from a promised land which has been seen 
from the hills but has not yet been explored.

It is the most unpardonable blunder for a scientific 
man to suppose that everything that can be known is 
already more or less within his cognizance; and his 
least justifiable attitude is that which holds that 
there are certain departments of truth in the universe 
which it is not lawful to investigate.

The same Lord Kelvin, who in a moment of aber
ration (I hope) wrote this very year that “one-half 
of hypnotism and clairvoyance is imposture and the 
rest bad observation*’1 uttered also the worthier sen
timent that 1 ‘science is bound by the everlasting law 
of honor to face fearlessly every problem that can be 
presented to it.“t

‘Stead’s Borderlanrt.

tSource unverified yet.

MEMORY IN RELATION TO PSYCHICAL EXPERI
ENCES.

By Chahles Whedon.
Until recently the brain was believed to be one or

gan, indivisible, and always acting as a whole. In
vestigation has now established that it acts in parts, 
and e^eh part quite independently; that a part may 
be removed and yet the remaining parts act.

With our present knowledge of the brain and its 
action, memory is a word, as ordinarily understood, 
that tends very much, I think, to confuse our psy
chical investigations and reasoning. Memory is de
fined to be, “the faculty of the mind by which it 
retains and can recall previous ideas and impres
sions!” This definition, like the old conception of 
an infallible consciousness, seems faulty and mis
leading. Let us consider it. A mind is the aggre
gate of one’s ideas at any given time. It is the 
brain, not the mind that possesses the faculty of 
action; yet the brain is not the mind. The aggre
gate of ideas does not reproduce a like, or similar 
aggregate of ideas, but the brain under proper en
vironment will do so. When the brain produces re- 

. suits a second time, similar to the first, those results 
are spoken of as memory. The brain hps retaining 
powers, but our thoughts have no such power. The 
brain has the faculty to produce thoughts and that 
completes the operation. These thoughts may in 
turn act as a stimulus on a brain to cause it to pro
duce still other, or like thoughts; but thoughts can
not be said to possess faculty, for they are cause and 
result, continually.

Two thoughts or their expressions, when substan
tially alike are said to be alike; when in fact they 
are not absolutely so. So it is generally, things that 
are substantially alike are spoken of as if they were 
exactly so. A song sung, a piece of music played, 
or a poem recited a second time by the same person, 
is said to be repeated. It is referred to as if the 
repetition were exact, as if the reproduction was in 
every respect like the first rendition. But on reflec
tion we know the so-called repetition was not a per
fect repetition; some note or word has been rendered 
slightly louder, and another slighly lower, and still 
Others have been cut a trifle shorter, while yet others 
have been prolonged a trifle. Not enough to effect 
the rendition as a whole, perhaps, but still it was not 
an exact reproduction. A little more reflection and 
we are satisfied that every so-called reproduction 
will vary more or less. All attempted repetitions of 
a thought must necessarily be accompanied with 
more or less points of difference; as time elapses the 
differences will generally increase. The brain is not 
quite the same any two successive moments, and 
neither are the workings of it. And the environ
ments that set the brain at work, and effect its action, 
are also always changing. Now with the productive 
causes of thought ever changing is it not natural 
that each successive thought should differ somewhat 
from all predecessors? And these slight changes ac
cumulating in time, affect and change the condition of 
the brain, and the substance of a very old thought, 
or an approximate reproduction of it, becomes im
possible; and we say it is forgotten. After many

changes, great and small, the bruin may he likened, 
unto a tree that has been budded and grafted until It 
no longer produces its original kind of fruit.

Memory is really but a thought, or chain of 
thoughts, more or less, like a previous thought or 
chain of thoughts. Poetic license would permit the 
statement that a second ro.>e is the memory of the 
first. Fora recollection - or reprod uetufh, certain 
conditions must unite: the brain or part of it to act 
must be in a proper condition; neither asleep, nor 
comatose. It must also he stimulated to the action 
by environments particularly adapted or effective for 
that purpose; and then like the seed in the soil, a 
new product is produced; it may be very much like 
a product previously taken from the same soil, or 
brain, but it is never quite identical, for the reason 
that the exact and peculiar conditions which pro
duce a thought, or chain of thoughts, can never be 
in all respects exactly duplicated. And u second 
product must necessarily vary in proportion as the 
conditions are unlike the conditions producing the 
first. If very great and dissimilar conditions pre
vail the thought is said to be forgotten—cannot be 
reproduced. As the condition of a brain is changed 
by thought so repetition of a thought is possible 
with less outside stimulant. By this law we commit 
to memory.

But, says some one. “in sleep does not the whole 
brain cease to act.” Perhaps so in perfect sleep; but 
is not perfect sleep quite exceptional: do not parts 
of the brain act fully or partially, in unnatural com
binations thus producing strange dreams—dreams 
with inconsistances; and with connecting links 
omitted? On waking the inconsistances are pointed 
out by the whole brain arc they not: assuming the 
dream is recalled?

A person’s intelligence although always changing, 
remains, in the main, the same at short intervals; so 
when dual, or sub-personality, or a second intelli
gence is mentio ned, no slight change of personality 
is intended.

The medical profession now recognize the fact that 
different parts of the brain perform different func
tions. That the brain strictly speaking acts in parts. 
The heart, lungs, stomach, legs, and etc., are but 
parts of a complete person; so the brain is composed 
of separate parts and these parts, two, (or more of 
them, as well as those) unite at times for the produc
tion of some general result. An injury to the back 
of the brain will affect the sight, and an injury to the 
brain at the side near the top and middle will affect a 
limb on the opposite side of the body. The portions 
of the brain that preside over the bodily functions 
occupy more especially the lower, back and middle 
portions of the head; while the intellectual, being 
somewhat later in development and consequently be
ing less specialized, and more indefinate in their 
workings, occupy the front and upper portions. Ex
periments show that pressure at a certain point on 
the brain, or lesion, will destroy the power of the 
subject to move the leg; that with lesion or pressure 
at another point, the arm is useless, and at another 
the tongue Is paralyzed. Remove the pressure and 
the power to move thc part is restored. Some parts 
may unite with others to produce a given result; if 
one of those parts is injured or fails from any cause 
to act the usual or proper result is not produced. 
Walking and thinking; or speaking and gesturing 
show parts acting together that could act separately. 
Some parts can act separately and also in conjunction 
with others, and the possible combination of parts 
that may act together is very great. And some parts 
may overwork and others may fail to work at all 
scarcely. The brain of the mono-maniac is but a 
brain out of balance; some part, or parts, working 
excessively; while with the idiot, part or parts of the 
brain underwork or fail to act.

I have dwelt on these facts because they are vety 
important from a psychical point of view and will 
enable us to understand the difference between dual
personality and psychical powers. Cases of the so- 
called dual-personality arise, I think, where some 
few parts of the brain, more particularly of the in
tellectual area, fall into a comatose or sleep condi-

tion; all tho balance of the brain being in a condi
tion to act. Thus we would get a personality differ
ing from thc true person —a personality differing 
from the individual when the whole brain is in a 
normal condition for action.

A certain part of the brain working, we will say, 
produces a movement of the arm, another part pro
duces a thought, and a third part produces a move
ment of thc organs of speech; here three small por
tions of the brain give us a thought and express it, 
and also move a limb. Other parts of thebrain from 
sleep or disease, we will say, were comatose until 
now, when they in turn, act, giving us other acts 
and thoughts; neither set of thoughts or acts will be 
known to the other—-that is, cannot be reproduced 
by the other, by the parts of the brain that did not 
first produce them. If half of the parts of thebrain 
act while the remaining parts are comatose the per
sonality h then made up of one-half of the brain. 
These special parts that fell to acting together, from 
disease, or otherwise—ceasing to act and falling 
into a comatose state- - the vital powers of the system 
might arouse to action those parts of the brain that 
thus far had been comatose and a second set of acts 
and thoughts take place. Thus, dual-personality 
would appear. And no aptitude of brain would have 
been developed fora reproduction, or memory, of the 
acts, or thoughts, of either, by the other. The same 
parts might, however, under proper conditions re
produce results like their first products. Each half 
might be termed a personality and would be unknown 
to the other, and each would remember its own work
ings only. Diseased subjects have given us similar 
cases.

Perhaps a mesmerized or hypnotized person, who 
feels no pain during an operation on his arm has 
simply had that part of his brain which presides over 
the nerves connected with that arm temporarily par
alyzed. I find the ease of dual-personality entirely 
different and of di&wii wigU ima psychic experi
ences as .
itual friends call
sonality, the subject is uMf f«« disease, injury 
or other abnormal condition, and the personalities 
are incomplete, one or both failing to represent a 
complete intelligence in character and in general 
scope and range of knowledge. On the other hand, 
we find the person receiving telepathic messages, or 
acting as a so-called medium, is not different from 
other people, except he may be more sensitive than 
people generally are. Intelligences communicating 
through him, if i may be allowed the expression, are 
complete intellectual personalities. This manifesta
tion of a full, complete and broad personal intelli
gence is especially prominent in cases of automatic 
writing. To this class of psychic phenomena I have 
given great attention and I speak with much confi
dence. To some extent the psychic may be walking 
while thc strange intelligence is expressing itself; 
and the psychic may reply or converse with others 
intelligently, and in a manner showing that he has 
the use of his entire brain. So the strange intelli
gence will frequently show more knowledge, or a dif
ferent kind of knowledge from that possessed by the 
psychic, or give facts that the psychic could not have 
known. The writing may be continued from time to 
time, if the subject is a long one, at appointed times, 
or as opportunity is given, and at each time the sub
ject continued from the proper point, and so on until 
the completion of the subject. Then, to make it still 
more certain that nothing short of a complete intelli
gence was the author, the strange intelligences will 
occasionally go back to things that have been written 
and will make corrections by adding to, or crossing 
out, or changing words or expressions. Habit, or 
periodicity of abnormal conditions, are not sufficient 
to account for these things. All these things and 
many more arc facts of which the psychic is well 
aware. While the strange intelligence is expressing •’ 
itself, the psychic may move his limbs or body anu 
he may think freely while his hand is being moved. 
Probably no psychic was ever able to satisfy himsel 
that he was the author of the things written, n< 
matter wbat his training or how skeptical by natun

BiSWWf1
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A complete intelligence in tho form of a dual-per
sonality, or sub-consciousness, is apparently quite a 
physical and psychical impossiblity. To be a com
plete personality there must be fall use of a complete 
brain with all its parts as required to express thought 
in a natural, orderly manner. An individual in and ] 
by himself alone cannot produce, or exhibit, two ; 
complete personalities, and let it also be borne in 
mind that the reproduction of a thought is always 
accompanied with knowledge of its having been pre
viously produced; so when a thought or chain of them 
is produced which is new, with no recognizable 
cause, it is unreasonable to ascribe it to anything 
short of another intelligence, one outside the psychic. 
The same brain, all parts awake, would produce the 
same peculiarities, by which we know the individual, 
each time it acted to any extent. The same causes 
—condition of brain, etc.,—producing like results, 
as near as causes and results are ever repeated. And 
a dissimilarity such as would constitute a sub-person
ality could not originate in a normal brain with all 
parts awake. But such peculiar thoughts might have 
their origin elsewhere, and find expression through 
a brain and person in a normal condition, as in tele
pathy.

The consideration of the possible ways in which a 
thought, or chain of thoughts, could arise narrows 
down to this: 1. As a product of the whole brain 
awake and acting in the usual way. 2. As a product 
of parts of the brain awake and stimulated to action 
while other parts areasleep or comatose; and, there
fore, not remembered by the other parts of the brain, 
or the whole of it together. So we see that if a per
son in normal condition gives expression by writing, 
or otherwise, to a thought, or chain of them, not con
sciously produced, or remembered, that person is a 
psychic, and the thought, or chain of them, must of 
necessity originate outside that person.

YSTAL GAZING.
Ruutz Kees.

Crystal Gaaiag fat the present state of our knowl- 1 
edge can neither be written of as an art nor as al 
science. A most discouraging indefiniteness envelopes I 
the subject as a whole, and such partial light as has I 
been thrown upon it by intermittent interest is mis- I 
leading and conflicting. I

We know only that it has played a part in the his-1 
tory of the race, and that it appears far back in the I 
uncertain dawn of later civilization as an inheritance I 
from earlier races and as an efficient instrument in 
the hands of not too scrupulous priests and rulers of 
the people. Later on it has added weirdly to thej 
mysterious practices of magicians and fakirs, and] 
finally, owing no doubt to the opening up in our cen
tury of Eastern literature, it invites the attention of I 
modern psychical research upon grounds of purely । 
psychological interest. With its history in the past 
this paper has nothing to do. What it aims to pre
sent is a simple record of experiments undertaken 
with a sincere love of truth, but carried on under 
most disadvantageous circumstances, and offering lit
tle of value in definite result.

These experiments extend over three years, and 
began by the purely accidental discovery that upon 
gazing half indifferently into a glass of clear water, 
a scene containing several figures formed as it were 
in mist at the bottom of the tumbler. There ap
peared the figure of a slim woman, no longer very 
young, leaning against a tree, while several small 
dogs gambolled near a pond. At the time I had been 
carrying on telepathic experiments with Dr. Hodgson 
and was of course familiar with publications of the 
Psychical Research Society, including the very able 
article upon Crystal Gazing by Miss X----- . I at 
once wrote to him and finding that at about the time
of the vision he was calling at a place 
swered in several respects to the account 
my attention was arrested and I began 
experiments noting as far as possible the

which an- 
I sent him, 
a series of 
result.

I adopted the following method at first from what 
i am now inclined to think a mistaken idea, that the 
hypnotic condition was most favorable to my clair-

voyanee. Raising my arm above my head I gazed 
steadily at my uplifted forefinger and then allowed 
my eyelids to fall for a second and lifting them again 
gazed steadily either into a glass of water or into a 
small mirror held in the hand. After a short time 
varying from five to twenty minutes, figures either 
singly or in groups always formed and scenes pre
sented themselves which 1 could sometimes verify, 
but which I was usually disposed to consider either 
reminiscent? expectant, or imaginary. In such vis. 
ions many difficulties naturally present themselves in 
an attempt at classification or indentifieation. In the 
first place they are al most al ways complicated; in the 
second, they are usually general rather than partic
ular; in the third again they are so transitory that 
the mind unconsciously supplements the impression 
produced upon the eye and it is almost impossible to 
separate that which has been actually seen from that 
which supplements sight by suggestion.

I think I may safely state that no vision 1 ean re
cord has ever been correct in every detail; either 

i more has been seen than can he verified, or the detail 
I seen has been a mere insignificant accompaniment of 
something neither seen nor imagined. An instance 
which is of usual interest in another way as being 
indicative of prevision will illustrate this. 1 was one 
afternoon expecting two friends who always come by 
stage from the depot. When glancing in the mirror 
I saw them so distinctly walking that I exclaimed to 
my daughter: “Why, C and S — arc walking
up for I see them.” Five minutes later, tho stage 
man arrived having in the carriage no passengers but 
on tho front seat an immense Ascension Lily, and ten 
minutes later the ladies came on foot, dressed exactly 
as I had seen them, and explaining that having the 
lily besides their trunks they thought they would 
leave the seat free. In this instance I had no im
pression whatever of the reason for their change of 
plan which one would naturally suppose to have ac- 
companied the vision of them.

Upon one or two occasions only has there been pre
vision even to so slight an extent as the above. I was 
expecting a young married friend and her baby and 
nurse, she having written that her husband would be 
unable to accompany her when I saw suddenly in the 
glass the face of Mr. C—. holding the child in his 
arms and laughing at me in such an expressive way 
that I called out, ”1 do believe Mr. C---- is coming 
after all.” Later in the day I received a note from 

[ the wife saying that her husband would come instead 
of the girl and “play nursemaid,” but no impression 
had been conveyed to me while looking in the glass 
that the maid was not to be of the party. 1 mention 
these two eases as being anticipatory and as carrying 
with them no distinct idea whereas my object in car 
rying on experiments was to obtain verdieal visions 

I and impressions. I Am obliged to admit that in the 
majority of instances noted by me. tbe impressions I

I have been conscious of receiving have been false 
I ones, excepting in the matter of color when they 

have without exception been correct. In looking, 
I as I have done, a great many times for a daughter 
I who is absent several days in the week, I have only 
| twice seen her doing exactly as was really the case; 
I once when she was very late in returning and I sat 
I looking for her in the little mirror and saw a train 
J rush into the station and discharge passengers at the 
| precise moment that she arrived there which 1 notec 
I and verified; and once when I saw her in the most 
I unexpected way wearing a cap of white muslin which 
I I found upon inquiry she was doing at the moment

looked for her. On the other hand when I have 
I gazed anxiously to find out whether she was walking 
or riding from the station I have almost invariably 

I been mistaken in what 1 saw.
I A curious fact in crystal gazing seems to be that 
I expectation and slight knowledge of surroundings ac 
I unfavorably for veridical vision. Looking for the 
I first time for a stranger for instance is often produc- 
I tive of good result, while a second or repeated at
tempt fails after a longer acquaintance. I have had 
several experiences of this kind. For example, a 
lady introduced to me by Dr, Hodgson, much inter
ested in Psychical Research and kindred subjects,

was most anxious to have regular sittings with me 
for experimental efforts. The fi^t attempt at vis
ion on my part was remarkably successful. I knew 
absolutely nothing about her except that she was a 
widow, but I at once saw the face of an elderly man, 
and as the figure developed I noticed that he was 
holding an infant in long clothes which naturally 
struck me asstrange;at the same moment I deciphered 
the first syllable of the name Roswell, and at once my 
new acquaintance told me that I had described, and 
given part of the name of, her father, who was 
greatly devoted tn a sick infant of hers who was 
seldom out of his arms. The face 1 had described 
was she thought like him. Within a week of this 
occurrence her son was sitting one evening in my
parlor when 1 said I would look for his mother. I 
at once saw her sitting at a small table with a book 
in her hand and wearing a light waist trimmed with 
Hack lace. She wrote me next day verifing this 
vision of her. Very strange, then, appears the fact 
that although I sat with her a great many tmes and 
tried numberless experiments with her at a distance, 
I never again described anything which was recog- 
nizable by her. I have omitted mention of having 
also on the first visit seen and described the face of 
a man a little past middle life with a slight peculiar
ity in one eye; this my acquaintance considered a re
markable test as her husband had such a blemish in 
one eye, hut it was scarcely noticeable by ordinary 
observers. Each one of these experiences is capable 
of explanation by telepathy; the singular point in 
connection with them is that there is no reptition of 
such “tests” and that although I saw a great number 
of scones, landscapes and persons whilst in her so
ciety, no one of them was ever in the slighest degree 
known to her, and therefore after a time, 1 relin
quished the attempt to reach results with her. My 
notes furnish me with another illustration of the 
possibility of seeing what is absolutely unknown. I 
had a correspondent at a considerable distance, per
sonally quite a stranger to me, and whom I have 
never met since. I therefore cannot assert of my 
own knowledge that my description of her person 
was correct although she says it was so, but I saw 
in connection with her a rather strange thing to be 
in a sitting room; it was what 1 took to be a clothes 
tine stretched across it triangularly. In verifying 
my vision my correspondent said that she had a line 
of rope across her room for her pet birds to perch 
upon.

Whilst I have at different times carried on regular 
experiments at stated hours, I think my best results 
have been obtained accidentally; or if not quite by 
accident, at least without much expenditure of effort, 
and 1 am not as yet decided in ir.y own mind whether . 
knowledge of my intention on the part of the object 
of my search is helpful or not. In the following in
stance it would appear to have been so, but in the 
second case I shall record no such help was possible, 
as my friend knew nothing at all of my looking for 
her. The first was in this wise. A very intimate 
friend who is extremely skeptical and whose habit it 
was to laugh at all so-called clairvoyance challenged 
me to look for her one Sunday afternoon at 4 
o’clock. In vain 1 called up a vision of her home 
upon the shore, I could not see her at all although I 
recognized one of her children on the piazza, but as 
I looked, there persistently appeared a black log or 
low bench on which were seated three grown boys or 
young men. I thought it so absurd that I tried to 
shut it out, but the more I tried to see something else 
the more evident appeared the figures sitting in a 
row and then, in connection with them, the figures 
and faces of two elderly persons, man and woman. I 
wrote my friend at once supposing myself to have 
entirely failed but her reply was as follows:

“At 4 o’clock 1 left home and went to Captain 
F—_’s and was talking to him and his wife (quite 
elderly persons) when I saw through the doorway 
their three sons sitting upon a low bench or fallen 
tree. I looked at them inquiringly for quite a little 
time—I don’t know what the children were doing at 
home as I was not there.”

In this Instance my friend was of course thinking

w
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of me at the time yet I did not see her, but a day or 
two later I was expecting her to come and visit me 
and as she did not arrive I looked for her, and saw 
her quite plainly doing a singular thing. She was 
driving in the children’s pony cart, alone, holding 
the reins taut and high over what appeared to be a 
quantity of lumps or bundles covered over with some
thing gray. Her attitude was so singular that I felt 
sure I was mistaken; but next day upon going over 
to see her I related what I had seen. She listened in 
much amusement, and called her husband to hear it, 
explaining to me that in a certain emergency, being’ 
in need of a mattress, she had driven across the 
country in the children’s pony cart, with the un
wieldy load before/ and around her covered with a 
large gray carriage blanket. She had not consciously 
thought of me during the occurrence. Once again 
this friend afforded unconscious scope for my clair
voyant faculty. I called unexpectedly at her house 
and found her absent. Looking in a glass of water I 
saw her in a crowded store and following her move
ments saw her select and buy a white apron for the 
little daughter who accompanied her. This case, 
however, I have generally considered unsatisfactory 
as evidential, because knowing that she was shop
ping, my imagination might readily have supplied 
such ordinary details.

A greater dissatisfaction naturally attends long 
continued experiments which are relatively barren in 
definite results. In a series carried on most earn
estly and with regularity as to time and place for 
nine weeks very little of actual evidential value was 
obtained, but as I was enabled by them to make cer
tain observations in relation to clairvoyance and 
kindred subjects I do not regret the time devoted to 
them. The experiments began on the 25th of July, 
1891, and were continued by me with scarcely an in
terruption until the 1st of October; every day 1 wetn 
to my study at 2:30 and devoted myself to a steady 
gaze into a glass of .water placed upon my deax; each 
day I immediately noted the result and sent a written 
account to Dr. Hodgson who in Boston had agreed at 
the same time, when possible, to bear the experiment 
in mind. Before receiving my notes be posted to me 
a short record of his own occupation at the time. 
During the nine weeks, although I saw an exceed
ingly large number of “visions,” very few were veri
fied, and these never in their entirety but merely in 
some details.

The examples I shall give represent the very best 
results actually obtained and are from my notes: “In 
my study July 26, 25 minutes to 3. See confused bit 
of landscape, twice see the same house, first indis
tinctly in connection with a railway track and 
bridge, again very distinctly noticing deep awnings 
to the windows, house white, beyond it flowing water 
with a narrow footpath and grassy slopes, not like a 
river, more like large lake. Gazing followed by au
tomatic writing on the subject of mediumship and 
impressions, how conveyed, etc.”

Note by Dr. Hodgson dated July 29 on receipt of 
above account. “Was at Mrs. T----- ’s on 26th. Do 
not recall bridge near house. It is built chiefly of 
stone, rather dark, is near railway track and close to 
the sea which is seen from the house. Deep awnings 
at several parts of the house. At back is a narrow 
steep footpath descent with rockeries, a little arti
ficial rivulet and small grassy terraces.”

He adds: “The automatic writing concerns a 
question that I have been conversing about several 
times within the past fortnight,..........and the gen
eral subject of, automatic writing, modus operand! 
and kindred phenomena came up at yesterday’s din
ner table and was continued during the drive after
wards;.......... it has been much in my mind lately.”

Under date August 4th, I find this among my notes: 
“On Monday evening late having just fallen asleep 

had a very vivid dream of fire starting from a ground 
floor near an open window."

Note by Dr. Hodgson dated August 6th:
“At above time was smoking cigar at Mrs. J. T. 

F------’8. dropped ash on grass, it was red hot and I 
feared the possibility of fire.”

Aug. 8th. 2 p. m. in my study. (Note):

“Trying to reach Dr. Hodgson in Boston, probably 
shall find him at his club. Sec confusion of letter
ing, indistinct. See baldheaded man, upright figure, 
seated, dog on tho ground at his foot. Betters again 
right across the glass like this H. L D., large like 
sign over a store. Impression that the mlln is look
ing up something in dictionary. No sign of Dr. 
H-----. Now looks like a procession of white robed 
men or 1 all boys. Ideaof ceremonial. Landscape, tall 
trees, water, I think fountain or cascade, looks like 
a park or show place. Letters again. No impres
sion of Dr. H----- . Lady no longer young..........  
Aug. 9th, 2 p. m. Elderly persons sitting in linen 
covered chairs. Aug. 11, 2:30. Looking for Dr. 
H-----  in Boston saw place like well kept park or 
garden, long low verandaed house with hanging 
lamp, shutters green, and general air of com
fort. Approached by avenue of trees or shrubs. 
Cannot distinctly seo Dr. Hodgson but catch outline 
of man’s face with side view of beard.”

From Dr. Hodgson notes:
“Aug. 8, 2:30 p. m. At Hyannis waiting in open 

field for base ball game, watching practice, etc.
“Aug. 9, 2:30. Close of dinner smoking at 

C----- ’s.
“Aug. 10. In club writing and reading letters. 

On none of these days did I think of the. experiment. 
—R. H.

“Aug, 12. 11:15 a.m. Have just received Mrs. 
Rees’ notes of 8th, 9th, K»th, and 1 Illi.

“On Saturday 8th, lunched about 12:15 with C — 
in hotel in Hyannis. Afterwards bought base-halls 
at store. Then adjourned to lawn in front of Capt. 
W------’St who is a baldheaded, elderly man, upright 
figure, was sitting close to mt: with large dog on 
ground at his feet. Two or three base ball, men 
about in white jerseys and knickerbockers and with 
HYANNIS over chest of shirts. About 1:15 a" 
group of these men marched off to the base ball field 
some little distance away. Shortly afterwards C------ 
and myself followed, C------ (in white with red stock
ings,) instructing his men in subtle points of the 
game. A small crowd about to see the games, trees 
and water in the distance. On Sunday 9th, C~— 
and Mrs. C------and myself sat out a good deal in 
arm chairs covered with white material. Bridge 
across water going io his house on his island. Ocean 
in the distance. O---- and self fished in his pond. 
Most of the time between 2 and 5 was reading outside 
or in the house which was a long low verandaed with 
green shutters, but I do not remember a hanging 
lamp.”

The above is I think the best connected vision that 
was obtained during the course of experiments. 
Several times isolated veridical incidents were noted, 
as for example the following:

Thursday, Aug. 13. W a, m. to 2. “See Dr. 
Hodgson in chair at table, appears to have on loose 
linen coat, or sack, stoops a little, glass beside him, 
puts hand in loose pocket of coat, pulls out watch 
and looks at it, seems to be paring an apple, has a 
paper in his hand, turns it over, laughs and gesticu
lates, gets up, puts hand on back of chair, now see 
chair empty.”

Dr. H-- 's notes: “Aug. 13. 2:30 3 p. m. Read
ing comic papers at Club. Fliegendc Blitter. Lunch 
—returned 2:50. Forgot all about experiment.”

In a letter from Dr. Hodgson he refers to an inci
dent I have forgotten but of which I must have sent 
him a record. He says:

“Your seeing C-- y and D----- r on Friday is 
curious as on that day J received a telegram from 
0----- y inviting mo to his place and received a letter 
from one of my most intimate friends whose name is 
suggested by D---- i* and who has been like a 
mother to me."

Several times I have seen letters and occasionally 
figures recognized by Dr. Hodgson as either in his 
mind or of consequence to him in some way. In my 
note Aug. 10th I say that “I seo the letters Lyll” 
whereupon I find in Dr. Hodgson’s letter of the 11th:

“Your seeing Lyll when I was reading Lyall is 
good." In a note of Aug. 4th 1 mention seeing N. S. 
and the figures 17.......... At the time Dr. Hodgson

was addressing a letter to Professor Coues whose 
number is 1726 N street. A rather curious experi
ence of mine in feeling a sudden shudder and thought 
of Dr. H----- whilst talking to a friend who is dis
cussing hair cutting having been noted, is found to 
correspond as to time, with Dr. Hodgson’s visit to a 
barber to be trimmed.

Such trifiling coincidences in themselves, are of 
little moment, but occurring frequently during a 
period devoted to experiment they acquire value. 
Taken as a whole the time devoted to these experi
ments is not to be regretted; doubtless better results 
might have accrued but for the pre-occupation of Dr. 
Hodgson who had so very many engagements at the 
time and who during the last four weeks of their con
tinuation was traveling from place to place.

One or two points in connection with them appear 
worthy of note. First, that the most satisfactory of 
the attempts at veridical vision was made early in the 
series, August 8th and 11th, after which date my 
notes record nothing but glimpses possibly correct 
but also very indefinite. Second, that both on the 
8th and 11th and on Aug. 13th, which were excep
tionally good, Dr. Hodgson appears to have forgotten 
all about the experiment at the time, on the latter 
occasion distinctly saying so in his notes.

Putting aside all the experiments made during the 
four weeks of September when Dr. Hodgson was ab
sent traveling, I have notes of thirty-lite experi
ments, eight only of which contain anything which 
can be considered of value as evidence; a sufficiently 
meagre result when it is remembered that at every 
sitting without exception I saw figures singly or in 
groups, and noted landscapes of different kinds, 
mountains, rivers and seas. The question at once 
arises: What were these unverified visions? Mere 
subjective hallucinations? or actual occurrences un
verified? Were they reminiscent or did they afford 
glimscs into the surroundings of other friends? In 
beginning an experiment I usually noted w|m# my 
more recent
reading, and as ter m^MilMH^
but I was never able to trace any definite emtertim 
between my actual experiences and the visions. My 
slight measure of success with Dr. Hodgson again is 
somewhat curious in view of the fact that an earlier 
series , of experiments in telepathy undertaken with 
him in the winter of 1890 were almost wholly 
unsuceesful. During several weeks he tried 
to impress me at a given hour and was 
only once in a very slight degree able to convey 
an impression to my mind when I saw a disc 
containing large capital letters at the moment he 
was making circles with ink having within them in 
capital letters the words Purity, Patience, Peace. 
On my side I was equally unsuccessful in an attempt 
to influence Dr. Hodgson and yet very shortly after
wards I had two veridical visions connected with him 
at times when he was not consciously in my mind at 
all. The first was quite remarkable in its way. I 
was lying in the chirk one evening when suddenly in 
the air above me 1 saw Dr. Hodgson’s face gleam 
out, as it were, and afterwards the face and upper 
part of tho body of a very dark man, the face deeply 
furrowed, the eyes sunken, with a pipe in the mouth, 
seated in old-fashioned wooden qhair. The vision 
lasted long enough for me to take in all the details 
and I sent an account of it on to Dr. Hodgson who in 
a letter of Feb. 25th remarks: “Your glimpse of the 
deeply furrowed face with deep set brown eyes is 
exactly the face I was much interested in at the time 
you had the experience. It belonged to a member of 
the Omaha tribe, a dark face but by no means black, 
and very deep set brown eyes; the face of a man, the 
lower part of whose figure was not visible to me. He 
was sitting, I think, on a wooden arm chair, not, 
however, old-fashioned especially, behind a large 
desk while Miss Fletcher was delivering a lecture on 
the ‘Symbolism of Pipes Among tne Omahas.’ ”— 
Signed, Richard Hodgson.

The second glimpse was less remarkable but still 
strange in its way. It occurred the night after the 
Psychical Research Society Branch was established 
in New York. I suddenly saw Dr. Hodgson In a close

' '•Isaiah# '-w;£b9^>^^
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cab flourishing, as it seemed, a red silk handkerchief the privilege of interviewing persons in the Spirit- abundant and pure water supply, namely, the Euro- 
at the time that he was driving from the station at I world. I peans and better class of natives—-escape cholera
Boston having such a handkerchief as described in I Loyola, lying wounded during the siege of Pam-

6 * , I , । erally be accounted for; while the natives, who neces-
his possession. Of this slight experience I kept no peluna, saw the Virgin, who encouraged him to 8arny depend on tank water> suffer severely when a 
record and give it from memory only. I prosecute his mission. I tank becomes polluted by the excreta of a cholera .

Recently I have again tried a few experiments with Descartes was followed by an invisible person, I patient. It must be remembered that the natives 
Dr. Hodgson, but I do not consider them of much I whose voice he heard urging him to continue his re- bathe and wash their utensils and clothes in the tank 

. ® v i f „ because it is the only available place for doing so,
value with one exception which affords a sort of clue searches after truth. and that they use lhe water of the tank, contamin-
to some of the abnormalities of clairvoyance. Look- Sir Joshua Reynolds, leaving his house, thought 1 ated as it is, in addition by soakage and sewage, for
ing for him two days after I had notified him of my the lamps were trees and the men and women hushes | cooking and drinking, because it is the only available
intention, I saw him not as he was at the time 1 I agitated by the breeze. | water supply for domestic purposes. Dr. Simpson
looked, but in surroundings which coincided with Oliver Cromwell, lying sleepless on his couch, saw ^“’“ ThC TrT requiXX^^^^ an^lho 
those of the time he dictated a letter authorizing me the curtains open and a gigantic woman appear, who suburbs of Calcutta is a liberal water supply, whilst
to try. My note May 11th, 3 p. m., says: Could I told him he would heroine the greatest man in Calcutta itself needs an increased supply.—Ernest
not see anything of surroundings but glimpse of I England.
river, bushes, chair with wicker seat and open arms. Ben Jonson spent the watches of the night an in
Saw figure lying down wrapped in dark gown with terested spectator of a crowd of ’Tartars, Turks, and 
white stripes. Lady also with hat turned up at one Roman Catholics, who rose up and fought round his 
side, little flowers and lace round the brim, etc.” As armchair till sunrise.

Hart in North American Review for August.

The first thing that impresses a stranger in Chicago 
is the magnitude and magnificence of the buildings 
in the business districs. The fire of 1871, the most 
disastrous conflagration in history, was not without

to which under date May 26th, his assistant writes: Bostock, the physiologist, saw figures and faces, compensating features. It gave the world an op-
‘Tn your description of first experiment you seem to j and there was one human face constantly before him I portunity to show its generosity: it gave the people 
have described the scene where Dr. H----- dictated for twenty-four hours, the features and headgear as <>f Chicago a chance to show the world the clear 
the letter to you. He was lying on his back in a cot distinct as those of a living person. and( finanyt n eleared the way for a better class of
on wheels, in front of him a wicker chair with a Benvenuto Cellini, imprisoned at Rome, resolved structures. For a time, it is true, buildings were 
lady visitor near with hat turned up at side. But at | to free himself by self-destruction, hut was deterred thrown up regardless of appearances, of stability, or 
the actual time of your experiment Dr. Hodgson was by the apparition of a young woman of wondrous of anything except speed. They were in the nature 
In the house resting.” Signed, L. Edmunds. beauty, whose reproach™ turned him from his pur- of shelter-sheds. Winter was approaching, and bus-

pose. mess could not be carried on in the open air. Neither
My interest in this last experience is the greater I Napoleon once called attention to a bright star he I could it be conducted to advantage at points remote 

because very often after failing to see at a given time, believed he saw shining in his room, and said: “It from the natural center of commerce. It was neces-
later in the day some scene has appeared quite inde-1 has never deserted me. I see it on every great or- I sary to provide stores and warehouses and offices, 
pendently of my effort, connected with what I was «»^e«ce urging me onward, It is my unfailing omen and to do so at once. Before the debris was cool, 

+ of success. while the bricks and stones that lay in confused heaps
seeking without result. Nicolai was alarmed by the appearance of a dead | all over the burned district were still so hot that they

Whilst I have included these various experiments I body, which vanished and came again at intervals, j could not, be handled without gloves, thousands and 
thousands of men set to work to rebuild the city.under the general term crystal gazing, those who This was followed by human faces, which came into 

have been sufficiently interested to follow my narra- the room, and, after gazing upon him for awhile, de- 
tive will here note that many of them occurred with- parle^
out any definite concentration of gaze, and my object THE S00LS 0F MURDERERS,
in thus including them has been to emphasize the
only conclusion I have arrived at In connection with . J” Wales there is a very strong prejudice among

J I the peasantry against hanging, the idea being that
my subject This conclusion Is that clairvoyance as' troubleaome spirits, being let loose, will wander about 
such ip not dependent upon, or to any appreciable | and annoy the living. Indeed, there seems to be a 
extent assisted by concentration, that it is in itself widespread idea that the souls of murderers find no 
an Independent faculty of the individual and coin- PT !" “? ^T but m“‘ ™d‘r “"“’ ab?ut 
., , -j . n uv a a j t until they have in some degree done expiation formdes only accidentally with concentrated gaze. It fcir ^ednesB. Such ghosts, it is said, haunt 

seems to me that the visions occurring upon abstrac- I churchyards, occasionally terrifying people, and 
tion are in the main, subjective hallucinations, im- making all kinds of weird and uncanny noises. But 
aginary or reminiscent, whereas clairvoyant vision 1 evil-doers guilty of a lesser crime than that of mur- 

t . dec are said to wander after death. Those who in
occurs at all times, independently of circumstance, tbek lifetime have been guilty of fraudulent and 
influenced probably, if by anything, by atmospheric I other dishonest acts are thus punished. A milkwoman 
vibrationsand sensitiveness to their receptivity by of Shrewsbury is condemned to wander up and down 
the nervous system. In the case of hypnotized sub- I “I/ady Studley's Diche” in the Rairu meadow—now 
jeets clairvoyance would appear to act in accordance ^ $m^thfield constantly repeating these words: 
with suggestion, but in the normal state the clair- Weight and measure sold I never,
voyant is simply a person possessed of a faculty nat- Milk and water sold 1 ever,
ural in itself, but like an ear for music or the capac- , u f i.’ . , , , F Likewise, on the Continent, the ghosts of those who
ity to visualize, not universal, and rarely cultivated I removed their neighbors’ landmarks aie compelled 
because its cultivation demands patience, skill and to roam hither and thither, “sometimes forced to re
opportunity and it hal no recognized value. The move the old boundary line, then to move it again, 
erraticism of my own clairvoyance and a considera- ^o^s^^^^y changing their course with their changing 
a ,. t . , purpose.” When an unjust relative has purloinedtion of the literature of the subject lead me to the uie Ville deeds, in order to cheat the rightful heir out 
conclusion that studied preparation for veridical vis-1 of the estate, he is prevented resting in his grave un
ion is the least satisfactory way of obtaining it. The til the title deeds are restored to the proper owner.

There was no dearth of laborers, for in the absence 
of more congenial employment, or in the desire to aid 
in hastening the restoration, an army of clerks, book
keepers, cashiers, salesmen, school-teachers, and 
others who had never known the use of their muscles, 
armed themselves with saws and hammers and 
trowels, ahd gave their services to the master-build
ers. Besides, every train that entered the city from j 
the East brought reinforcements of skilled artisans. 
Buildings rose like magic, the owners or lessees 
moved in and business was resumed. Gradually 
these temporary make-shifts were torn down and re
placed by more substantial edifices, and it is doubtful 
whether a single block that was pushed to comple
tion within the three months succeeding the fateful 
9th of October now remains standing. Indeed, many 
that were built in the next four years, in the expecta
tion that they would serve for several decades, have 
also disappeared, and the rest are following in their 
wake.—St. Nicholas.

concentrated gaze tends to abstraction and is fol- j ^n short, any sort of wickedness has, from time im- 
lowed, if long continued, by a condition akin to “T0^1, been thought to eause the souls »£ tbe 
ecstasy, in which hallucinations visual and auditory | . 
are common, and which is also, in my own case, .
often followed by automatic writing. Whether as THE H0ME 0F lHOm
the expression of a sub-conscious self, or of a super. India. Is generally referred to as the “home of 
conscious external'individuality has so far not been ^ole™’"‘h® d,iT' Wll« ",ttbll,W endemienlly 

throughout a wide area.
satisfactorily determined. most Indian authorities once believed and many

-------- would even now have us believe, due to any myster-

What we call eternity is perhaps a minute between 
two world-miracles. *‘We know nothing,” in respect 
of any conception of eternity. Let us deny nothing, 
affirm nothing, but wait in hope. It is a beautiful 
custom that when we pass away from earth we intro
duce music and incense as an expression of our yearn
ing for a higher sphere. The day in which belief in 
an after life shall vanish from earth will witness a 
frightful moral, perhaps an utter spiritual, decadence. 
Some of us might perhaps do without religion, pro
vided only that others hold fast to it. There is no 
known lever capable of raising a people which has 
lost faith in tne immortality of the soul. The inner 
worth of a man is measurable by a certain religious 
tendency which exhibits U^lf in spite of his training, 
and which influences his actions throughout life. 
Pious people follow a shadow, but we follow the 
shadow of a shadow, and who can say how coming 
generations shall satisfy their aspirations after a 
higher life?—Ernest Renan, quoted in Literary 
Digest. y

This, however, is not, us

The following list of historical apparitions con- ious or ^preventable causes, but in virtue of condi- 
_____________ » tions which may all of them be removed, and which nected with the names of famous men is taken from , < m » , t r ji i, in time, I trust, will be removed. In India, as else-

the Humantanan: where, water has been the chief nurse and dissemln-
Goethe states that he one day saw the exact coun- ator of cholera, and I believe that if every town and

4S;

V '

terpart of himself coming toward him.
Pope saw an arm apparently come through 

wall and made inquiries after its owner.
Byron often received visits from a specter, but 

knew it to be a creation of imagination.
Dr. Johnson heard his mother call his name

clear voice, though she was at the time in another 
city.

Count Emmanuel Swedenborg believed that he had

the
village in India were provided with pure and prop
erly protected water, the so-called “endemic area” 
would soon become* indefinite. Dr. M. C. Fnrnell, 
who has had great experience as Surgeon-General of 
Madras, is firmly of opinion that the general method 
of the propagation of cholera in India is by means of 
specifically poliuted water, and he has had no diffi
culty in finding masses of facts in support of his 
opinions. The experiences of Calcutta, as observed 
by Dr. W. J. Simpson, the Health Officer of that 
city, go to show that those persons who have an

Henry Ward Beecher in a letter to Rev. J. S. Ken
nard wrote:

Evolution strikes at the root of all mediaeval and 
orthodox modern theology—the fall of man in Adam, 
and the inheritance by his posterity of his guilt, and, 
by consequence, any such view of atonement as has 
been constructed to meet the fabulous disaster. Men 
have not fallen as a race, men have come up. No 
great disaster met the race at the start; the creation 
decree of God was fulfilled. Any theory of atone
ment must be one which shall meet the fact that man 
was created at the lowest point, and, as I believe, is. 
as to his physical being, evolved from the animal 
race below him; but, as to his moral and spiritual 
nature, is a son of God, a new element having come 
up in the great movement of evolution at the point 
of man's appearance.
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SEPARATION.
By Miriam Dasikm,,

My friend was near though sundered wide 
We moved on lands t he seas divide.
My foe was far, though tit iny side 
He held my hand and smiled and lied: 
Such facts man's measurements deride. 
I'crossed the sen with easy stride, 
And found my friend at every tide. 
As faithful as my spirit's bride, 
But when to touch my foe 1 tried 
The distance all my strength defied; 
Such facts man's measurement* deride.

CLOUDS HAVE A SILVER LINING.
BY W. C. Piggott.

There’s a light gleaming through the darkm-s* of 
all our earthly hopes,

E’.*n the Way-worn weary traveler feel* at times 
he fully copes

With life’s earking care* and trials and he ceases 
vain repining

Cheered with the blessed thought that clouds 
haw a silver lining.

With fresh courage, then renewing bi* journey 
once again;

His purposes still pursuing, though sore and 
wearied with pain,

A-down life’s rugged path, these trial* all soul re
lining,

He trusts, aye, feels that earth’s cloud* have all a 
silver lining.

We never know the meaning until God’* purposes 
ure wrought;

We profit by experience, though the gain is 
dearly bought:

And thus we journey ever life's problem faintly 
divining,

Tho' the way be dark, we know our clouds have 
their silver lining.

This glorious silver lining gleams as we approach 
life’s goal.

And we reap hope’s full fruition, bringing peace 
unto the soul.

Laying down our cares and sorrows which all 
have been combining,

To fit us for the Heaven beyond the clnuUs, and 
enjoy the silver lining.

Shreveport La.

FALSE PROPHESIES.
To 'the Editor: In the Arena of Au

gust, 1800, there was quite a lengthy con
tribution by Prof. J. II. Buchanan, en
titled “The Coming Cataclysm of America 
and Europe.” This article was quite 
largely quoted from by different spirit
ualistic papers; and in many quarters the 
writer was considered as having spoken 
with all the force of an inspired oracle. I 
think it is doubtful if there has been any 
one in recent years, of sufficient promi 
nence to command theattenl ion of the pub
lic, that has written a more pessimistic 
prophecy of the near future than Prof. 
Buchanan. Every one knows that proph
ecies are most generally remembered to 
the extent that they are fulfilled.

The greatest calamities foretold by Prof. 
Buchanan refer to events that are still 
quite distant in the future, but I have 
awaited with considerable impatience for 
some explanation of the reason why quite 
a number of other minor events foretold 
have not transpired, the date of their ful
fillment having already expired. It should 
be remembered that the date of these 
prophecies is May, 1890. Prof. Buchanan 
said that “Victoria may not survive 1800; 
but it is possible her vitality will 

* carry her into 1891.” Three years 
have elapsed and yet Queen Vic
toria still survives, with no apparent 
indication that an early demise should be 
expected. Again he says: “July will 
be a dangerous month to the health of the 
Pope. He will not last two years, proba
bly not one. Neither will Alexander be 
in existence two years from now—a death 
by violence seems to be his destiny. Less 
than three years will end the official ca
reer and personal existence of the two who 
stand at the head of this administration of 
the Republican party.”

As to these latter prophecies, we can 
see how dismally they have failed, for the 
reason that Pope Leo, even at his ad
vanced age, still retains his usual health 
and intellect. Alexander lives to smile at 
the futile attempts of nihilistic foes. The 
personal existence of President Harrison

is still a fact, as is also that of ex-Vice 
President Morton. Professor Buchanan 
further says that “difficult as it may. be to 
realize these things I am compelled to be
lieve them, because they are demonstrated 
by the sciences I have esoterically cul
tivated. It seems to me that when so re
markable a series of prophecies, given to 
the public by a great magazine of the 
standing of the Arena, fail of fulfillment 
at the dates assigned, some explanation 
should be given by the author wlio says: 
“I am willing to risk my reputation as a 
scientist upon the prediction which my 
theory justifies in reference to events in 
tlie next twenty.five years."

G. II. H, 
Kobe Valley, R. I.

THE COCK-LANE GHOST.
The Cock-lane Ghost has become a kind 

of proverb for a cock-and-bull story. A 
moderately well-read person, if examined 
as to his knowledge of the affair, will say 
that a naughty little girl scratched on a 
piece of wood, and drove all London out 
of its senses. Now. however short the 
road may have been, even the illiterate 
ignorant London of Walpole, Goldsmith, 
aud Dr. Johnson could scarcely have been 
driven wild by a naughty little girl 
scratching on a piece of wood. This view 
of the case seems to have occurred to Mr. 
Howard Pyle, who tells the old story in 
the August number of Harper's Magazine. 
Mr. Pyle illustrates his narrative with de
signs of a rather ghostly character, and he 
doesnot take the trouble to cite his au
thorities minutely. Moreover he is not 
familiar, ns it seems, with the spiritual 
ancestors and kindred of the Cock-lane 
Ghost, who was anything but an isolated 
phenomenon, who is, in fact, only one in 
a crowd. However, Mr. Pyle gently hints 
that the affair was never quite cleared up, 
and takes much the same line of argument 
as Mr. Robert Chambers adopted thirty 
years ago. The ghost of Cock-lane began 
to make more than a merely parochial stir 
in 1762. The lane, according to Mr. Pyle, 
was a dirty little slum at the back of St. 
Sepulchre’s Church, between Snow-hill 
and Giltspur-street. The house where the 
ghost disported himself was tenanted by 
Mr. Parsons, clerk of St. Sepulchre's 
Church, who had a daughter aged twelve 
years, the “medium" in the case. To 
Mr. Parsons, in 1759, enters a Mr. Kent, 
or Kempe, who was living with his de
ceased wife's sister. They did not pretend 
to get married, because they could not 
legally be. Yet Mr. Parsons, with a lib
erality iu advance of his age, allowed them 
to occupy lodgings in his Cock-lane abode. 
Each of these interesting lovers made a 
will bequeathing his, or her, worldly 
wealth to the survivor. On a certain oc
casion Mr. Ktnt had to go to a funeral in 
the country. Let us note, in the interests 
of science, that it was a funeral he went 
to leaving ‘ ‘Miss Fanny" alone in Cock
lane. The young woman invited Par
son’s little girl to share her bed, and both 
she and the child were kept awake all night 
by scratching and rapping noises. These 
phenomena recurred at intervals for some 
time, and were unexplained. Then the 
Kents quarreled with Parsons, and left 
the lodgings, and the disturbance ceased.

In her new lodgings, in Clerkenwell, 
“Miss Fanny” died, and then the trouble 
began again in Cock-lane, always attend
ing Parsons’s little girl. She became much 
alarmed, and a woman named Mary Fraser 
was procured to attend her. The name is 
Scotch, and Mary Fraser was probably not 
ill-informed about ghosts and their ways. 
She suggested trying to correspond by raps 
with the ghost, and Mr. Pyle says, “This 
was, perhaps, the first record of any such 
communication being held with the un
seen world.” Mr. Pyle does not know his 
subject. The “communication” was cer
tainly held as early as 1525, at Lyons, 
when a novice in a nunnery was attended 
by raps. Apparently the method, even 
then, was well understood. The evidence 
is th it of the priest who conducted the in
vestigation, and printed his account of 
what occurred. Again, in 1533, the Fran
ciscans at Orleans held communication 
with a rapping ghost that beat on the beds 
of some children. The Franciscans got 
into a libel case, by publishing what the 
?host said, and precisely the same mis- 
’ortune befell Mr. Parsons of Cock-lane. 
The ghost chose to allege that it was Miss 
Panny; that it, or she, had been poisoned 
iy Mr. Kent, and that it wanted Mr. Kent 
to be satisfactorily hanged. Not only did 
it rap, but it filled the room with a sound 
of fluttering wings, which certainly could 
not have been done by scratching on a bit 
of wood. All London now flocked to

Cock-lane. Horace Walpole went with 
Lady Mary Cuke (thedaughteruf the Duke 
of Argyll who fought at Sherifmuir) and 
with the Duke of York, whom Lady Mary 
loved with a ridiculous passion. Her lady
ship’s memoirs unluckily do not include 
the year 1762, or we might know more 
about this interesting occasion. Walpole 
saw and heard nothing, and of course ridi
culed the whole affair. But the Wesleyans 
took up the ghost, the Church of England 
followed suit, Dr. Johnson investigated it, 
ami the end came shortly. The ghost 
promised to rap ou her own coffin in the 
crypt of St. John's, Clerkenwell,but when 
inquirers went thither the ghost did not 
come to the scratch The investigators, 
ignorant of ‘’their own silly business,” did 
not take ihe medium to the crypt, and, to 
be fair, without the medium the ghost 
“had no show," as the American idiom 
has it. Moreover, it became known that 
Mr. Parsons and Mr. Kent had a quarrel 
about money, and here was an obvious 
motive for tlie accusations of the ghost. 
Tlie chiki was taken to a strange house; she 
was hung up in a hammock; she was 
told that if th«i ghost would not “mani
fest" tier father would be imprisoned 
as an impostor. The unlucky child there
fore took a little board of wood to bed, 
ami scratched on it. Even her skeptical 
audience averred that these noises were 
not the old noises, which the girl, like the 
Wesley family at their parsonage, was in 
fact “unable to imitate.” However, the 
board of wood was an undeniable impos
ture. The old noises were not produced 
on it. but noises of a thoroughly normal 
character were produced. So all the 
Cock-lane people, including the Curate of 
St. Sepulchre's, were tried for conspiracy 
before Lord Mansfield, and, like the Fran
ciscans at Orleans, two hundred and thirty 
years earlier, were found guilty and pun
ished. Parsons was put in the pillory, 
but the rabble still believed, and collected 
money for him. The world then settled 
that the board of wood was the whole 
mystery, and Mr. Pyle seems to doubt the 
accuracy of the verdict.

The interest of the affair is that the 
story is not isolated, is not first found in 
the eighteenth century. It is a very old 
Story, it crops up again and again, it is 
generally connected with very young girls; 
and examples can be adduced from every 
age since 1525, at which period, as it seems 
from the evidence in the trial in the Fran
ciscans, the kind of thing was perfectly 
familiar. But it is extremely unsafe to 
believe what the ghost says—what the 
ghost says is not evidence. If Mr. Parsons 
had been a well-read man, he would have 
understood this elementary fact, and 
would have escaped the pillory, which 
is no place for a parish clerk. The com
mittee which examined the child, we may 
note,, reported that she had some means 
unknown of making noises. That queer 
accomplishment, in a long chain of cases, 
from Al is de Gorlee in 1525, to Hetty 
Wesley and the Fox girls, has been pos
sessed by children. Yet nobody has pa- 
thulogically investigated the physical con
ditions of these children. Their modus 
operand! has never been discovered, and 
the phenomena must have a physical basis 
beyond a mere board of wood. The Cock
lane ghost made all sorts of queer sounds, 
but its favorite sound was like that pro
duced “by a cat scratching a cane-bot
tomed chair.” There is a kind of analogy 
to electrical phenomena here, and if a n'ew 
Miss Parsons were to arise, electricians 
might look into the matter. But certainly 
there does not seem to be money in it.— 
London Daily News.

SENSATIONAL REPORTS ABOUT 
CHOLERA.

It is agreed by medical authorities that 
the virulence of an epidemic may be in
creased by ‘he element of fear in the pub
lic mind. In this connection Dr. D. B. 
St. John Roosa, president of the New 
York Academy of Medicine, writing in the 
Engineering Magazine on the cholera pros
pect. says:

During an epidemic of any kind each 
individual should endeavor, as indeed he 
should under any circumstances, to main
tain his mental equilibrium-in other 
words, to keep cool. It is very difficult in 
our time to accomplish this, for the sim
ple reason that some of the daily journals 
think it their duly to print sensational 
head lines, and sometimes sensational 
paragraphs, which have very little actual 
foundation, but which excite and terrify

the timid, and sometimes even the brave- 
hearted. The writer was once in a for
eign country, where an epidemic was 
prevalent. He never knew how violent it 
was until he received the newspapers from 
his own country describing it. Such an 
effect did they have upon his friends that 
het was written to by several of them, urg
ing him to fiy at once, when, as a matter 
of fact, he was in no more danger than he 
would have been in his own dwelling at 
home. The cholera was only prevalent 
among the vicious, intemperate, and igno
rant classes, who violated the most ordi
nary rules of personal cleanliness, and yet 
the news sent from the same places inti
mated that every individual even in places 
entirely free from cholera was likely soon 
to be attacked and swept off the earth.

I am not in favor of governmental cen
sorship of the press, but I am very earnest 
in my hope that the press in our country 
will be moderate and judicial in statement 
should cholera ever become epidemic 
among us. A punic-striken people become 
easy victims of disease, even if it be not 
the disease then prevalent. Every indi
vidual may not find it easy to maintain 
his peace of mind during a cholera epi
demic, if the press continues to think it 
expedient—and the authorities allow them 
—to publish highly-colored paragraphs, in 
regard to the terrible disease. I think 
that it can be properly urged upon the 
citizens of New York and adjacent cities, 
should the cholera appear, that they re
frain from reading about it, unless they 
are sanitary or medical experts, wishing 
to learn all they possibly can as to the pro
gress of the epidemic, and are able to look 
upon it in a scientific and cold-blooded 
way.

CAPTURING BIG SNAKES.
Standing in front of a great glass cage 

full of snakes, I said to Mr. Hagenbeck: 
“Now, how do you manage to get hold of 
these, reptiles? They must be very dan
gerous.”

“Ah!" he replied, with a thoughtful 
look, “I’ll tell you later on one or two 
stories of dreadful adventures that I my
self have had with snakes. Is the mean
time this is the wa^$M|y|^ 
India, ^n the dry
on fire. As the M
rections, they are
with long sticks having a hoop at tike end, 
to which is attached a big bag, a sort of 
exaggerated butterfly net. After that the 
reptiles are packed in sacks made of mat
ting, which are fastened to long bamboos, 
and carried to Calcutta on the shoulders of 
the natives. When Calcutta is reached, 
they are packed in big boxes, from twelve 
to sixteen in a box, that is when they are 
only eight or ten feet long; big snakes, 
from fourteen to sixteen feet in length, are 
only packed from two to three in a box. 
They are then sent direct to Europe with
out food or water on the journey, for they 
require neither. The principal thing is to 
keep them warm. Cold gives them mouth 
disease, which is certain death. I remem
ber once," continued Mr. Hagenbeck, 
“that I had one hundred and sixty-two 
snakes reach London in perfect condition; 
a violent snowstorm then came on, and 
when the boxes were opened in Hamburg 
every snake was dead.—Raymond Blath- 
wayt, in McClure’s Magazine.

The difficult question which every year 
confronts the graduates of our schools and 
colleges is considered from the boy’s point 
of view by Charles Barnard, in the Social 
Economist for September, under the title 
“What Is He Going To Do About It?" 
“The conditions," says Mr. Barnard, “are 
unlike any that have existed before.” In 
the discussion of these conditions, among 
many practical suggestions offered is this 
especially timely one: “It should be ob
served that one of the great trades is being 
almost completely ignored by our young 
men. The farmer’s boy deserts the farms 
and seeks the cities. Is he wise? The 
farm is said to be dull, and the farmer’s 
life unprofitable and uncertain. All these 
things are being rapidly changed. The 
trolley road is completely changing the 
social life of the farm. Farming is be
coming a manufacture and more .of an 
exact business, and it must in the nature 
of things before long become, whatitonce 
was, a safe and profitable industry de
manding the highest skill, and giving am
ple reward for all its labor. The old home
stead of the poets may indeed disappear, 
with its bad drainage and pretty senti
ment. The food manufacturer is the 
coming man in the world’s greatest busi
ness.”
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THE LIGHT OF REASON.
By Bkllk Bush.

Love is the light of reason, <
"The fulfillment n| the law”

While hatred, working treason. 
Finds everywhere some flaw.

Oh, love and weary mortals 
Ever reaching for the good, 

See how long before your portals 
The angel love bath stood.

Hear her meekly pleading with you. 
Go seek her shining face;

Hear her sweetly* singing to you, 
"Low must redeem the race."

Oh, rise and bid her enter;
She is the heavenly guest 

Of every good the centre, 
She alone can give us rest.

Ask not that all earth’s teachers 
Should tread the self-same road. 

Nor countless as his creatures, 
Are the avenues to God.

Not one shall fail of reaching 
A haven of rest at last

Though some, through error’s teaching 
May feel his furnace-blast.

God’s truths are all eternal- 
Only human errors die;

And souls iu realms supernal 
Will see with clearer eye.

Oh, what fetters will be rivers, 
What aueient wrongs decay, 

When all can walk tofrard heaven, 
Each in his chosen way’

Not shakled by opinions, 
Not bound by iron creeds 

How free will be thoughts’ pinions. 
How beautiful man’s deeds!

When no right of one impinges 
On what another claims,

When the love that now but fringes 
O«W lN*M ^11 leap to flames.

ages C
Wiilthe wWW be purified

Nor love make here slow stages 
And must oft be crucified.

But let us strive and labor.
To the end that it may come;

And blessing each our neighbors. 
Will light love’s lump at home. 

Belvidere Seminary, New Jersey.

WOMENS’ WORK AND WAGES.
Edward O’Donnell, of Boston Typo

graphical Union No. 13, in the National 
Printer-Journalist, in speaking of women 
as union printers, says:

“The greater portion of our women 
printers never learned the business in 
union shops, but with religious and semi- 
religious firms who expound Christian 
teaching upon pauper wages; and in most 
instances before they have been three 
months at the business they let themselves 
out to impecunious rat firms where they 
were enabled to make 50 cents a week ex
tra. With the little experience here at
tained they seek broader fields, and finally 
bring up in ‘free-shops’ having no sympa
thy with unionism.

“So long as they can earn $4.00, $5.00 
or $6.00 a week they are content, and will 
always cut the throats of their own sex in 
case of a strike, as was illustrated in the 
office of the New England Newspaper 
Union here a few weeks ago.

“Even those employed in strict union 
shops, where they receive as much as the 
men^reluctantly hand over to the chair- 
mkn the small dues imposed. At recent 
hearings at the State House and City Hall, 
where the union was demanding an equal
ity in wages for both sexes, would your 
correspondent be surprised to learn that 
union women, employed by State and city 
printers, came before the committees and 
declared they could not do work as perfect 
and rapid as men, thus refuting the claims 
of the officers of the union in their behalf.

“I believe in equal wages for equal 
work; the Boston women do not. They 
depreciate their own work and prefer to 
remain a menace. There are too many of 
them in it, or I should favor forcing them 
into other more honorable vocations.”

Mr.X)’Donnell has found one difficulty 
in the way of women obtaining equal pay 
for equal work. There are many women 
who have had it so dinned into their ears.

that they are inferior to men, that it is 
hard to convince them to the contrary. A 
man will not stay year after year with the 
same firm unless he is advanced from time
to time. A woman rarely demands a 
“raise,” but those who do ask it, believing 
their valuableness has increased pro rata, 
usually receive it without question. Mr. 
Carroll D. Wright states several reasons 
why in most occupations women receive 
less wages than men; and why, in his 
opinion,/they will continue to do so, in

econom

spite of legislative or other considerations. 
These ape that “woman is an entirely new 

c factor in the industrial system, 
occupied a lower standard both in physical 
features and in mental demands? has an

ent equipment for life work, dueinsuffic 
largely_ _ matrimonial hopes, lacks the iu- 
fluence\which comes from combination
and iation, and her entrance t<» tlie 
industrial field has created a supply out of 
proportion to the demand.” He also says, 
that “thire are few lines of remunerative
employment which are not now open lo 
woman, that in domestic service she dom
inates the field, that in the trades she di
vides the field with men in the proportion 
of nearly two to one, and that we find her 
iu professional life, whether we turn to 
religion, medicine, literature, art, music, 
the drama, education or science.” nm# 
professional women are paid as well as
men.

Mrs. M. G. Fawcett does not approve 
the idea that women could raise their 
wages by the aid of trades unions. She 
holds that the cardinal f.tci regulating 
wages is the productiveness of the most 
productive kind of labor within the reach 
<>f each individual worker. Because a 
man has a wider training than a woman, 
he has more of such employment to look 
to, hebee can demand higher pay. What 
women most want is more training to en
able them to pursue more skilled handi
craft and a larger number of professional 
occupations. She regards it as an error to 
advise women under all circumstances to 
demand the same wages for the same 
work as men.

An editorial in the Chicago Tribune in 
dealing with this subject says:

“It is logical to conclude that so long 
as the supply of men for certain work is 
less than the supply of women, in propor
tion to the desirability of employing them, 
the men will command the higher remun
eration under free conditions in the mar
ket for labor; and it is open to grave ques
tion if it would be well to impose artificial 
restrictions for the enforcement of an 
equality which is not natural. Generally 
it is found that, sooner or later such at
tempts do more harm than the supposed 
good that may have been accomplished 
earlier. There is no more reason for leg
islative equalization of pay for the sexes 
than for men engaged in ’different kinds 
of occupation.”

LOVELY FANS AT THE FAIR.
There has been a vast change in the 

evolution of the fan. since acceording to 
Dr. Holmes, the goddess Venus plucked 
some feathers from her fan-tailed pigeon 
and tied them with a lock from her am
brosial hair, but from that day to this, 
love lurks in behind a fan, deftly wielded 
by graceful fingers and held before co
quettish eyes.

Of all the fans shown at the Fair those 
from France are by far the most beauti
ful. Many of them art; of historical as 
well as artistic value. One valued at 
$235 bears a spirited hunting scene, with 
a lovely landscape and a flight of birds 
across the stick. One of the time of Louis 
XV. is painted in water color and inlaid 
in silver. There are others of carved 
ivory and silver filagree. Many of carved 
sandal wood, tortoise shell and gold gauze 
spangled with gold and silver or embroid
ered with gold thread, are shown in great 
variety of form, color and size.

Germany sends some beautiful ostrich 
feather fans, ranging in value from $50 to 
$200. There is one of lovely lace, ihe 
sticks studded with ever-changing opals.

The Spanish fans are not at all unique 
or especially handsome.

The Japanese fans are of course varied 
and range from the common paper ones 
to costly ones of silk, elaborately embroid
ered with sticks intricately curved and 
inlaid. Some of the sticks have insects of 
metal upon them.

There are many lovely Chinese ivory 
and sandal wood fans, carved so delicately 
that they are as fine as beautiful lace.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton takes Herbert 
Spencer to task for his remark about a 
woman who died early in life, after hav-

ing showed remarkable promise by stum- 
essaysun “Induction'' and “Ihduetioii,” 
to the Hlect that “mental powers Su 
highly developed in a woman nn- abnor
mal and involved a physiological cost th.it 
the feminine onranizaiion cannot hear 
without injury more or less profound.”

Mrs. Stanton mentions (Caroline Hers
chel, Maria Mitchel I. George Eliot, George 
Sand. Harriet Mariinean and Frances 
Power Cobb as women who not only did 
Considerable hard mental work but'after 
living healthful lives, died al a ripe old 
age, and she also calls attention to the 
fact that Darwin was an invalid all his 
days an<l Mr. Spencer himself has little 
opportunity to boast of his own poor 
health. She concludes by saying:

“I doubt whether as many women div 
annually from writing essays on ’Induc
tion'mid "Deduction' as from overproduc
tion of a family, and yet no Hags of dan
ger are raised on the housetops where 
mothers of a dozen children languish and 
die, or on workshops where multitudes of 
women labor from fourteen to sixteen 
hours a day."

CHILDREN 
who are puny, pale, 
weak, or scrofulous, 
ought to take Doctor 
Pierce’s Golden Medical 
Discovery. That builds 
up both their flesh and 
their strength. For this, 
and for purifying the 
blood, there’s nothing in 
all medicine that can 
equal the “ Discovery.”

In recovering from 
“Grippe,” or in con
valescence from pneu
monia, fevers, or other

wasting diseases, ft speedily and surely in
vigorates and builds up the whole system. 
As an appetizing, restorative tonic, it seta 
at work all the processes of digestion and 
nutrition, rouses every organ into natural 
action, and brings back health and strength. 

For all diseases caused by a torpid liver or 
impure blood, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Scrof
ulous, Skin, and Scalp Diseases—-even Con
sumption (or Lung-scrofula) in its earlier 
stages—tbe “ Discovery ” is the only guaran
teed remedy.

If it doesn’t benefit or cure, in evary case, 
you have your money back.

IIIIAIItl If TREATED FItEK
> V UM» ReaMlw, Have cured 

| many thousand cases called 
" hopeless. From first dose 

symptoms rapidly disappear, and in ten days at least two-thirds 
of all symptoms are removed. BOOK Of testimonials of mb 
raculom cure* sent Mil. WIHfTfiATWIlT WK by 
mail. Ds. H. H. gmin & Sons, Specialists, Atlanta. Ga.

BARLOW’S INDIGO BLUE.
Its merits as a Wash Blue have been fully tested 
and Indorsed by thousands of housekeepers. 
XourCroceroughttohaveftonsale. Ask forlt.

I). 8* W1LTBERGEK, Proprietor, 
233 North 2d St., Phils.,Pa.

Religio-Philosophical Journal
THE

RECOGNIZED ORGAN
OF THE

Committee of the Psychi
cal Science Congress

Will be Sent to Every New Subscriber for

Three Months For Fifty Cents.
Tun Journal la a high-class spiritual paper, 

a bream of all Important questions of the day. and 
from the number of new subscriptions coming in. It 
is apparent that its influence I* Increasing ami Unit 
there la a widespread Interest in the subjects treated 
In Un columns. A feature of The Journal is tlie 
half-tone portrait* and World’s Fair pictures, that 
are sent out with It, making a valuable collection, 
worth tho subscription price alone. In order to 
place The Journal within the reach of every per
son interested in psychical subjects, the above offer 
la made, which will be continued a limited time only.

JESUS AND THE PROPHETS
AGAINST 

TWtn*: •

BY ALSHAH.
Their teachings are placed side by Hirts In tills 

pamphlet and will be found Interesting.

Price 10 cents per copy. 
For sale, wholesale and retail, at.THK Religio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

Herbert Spencer’s 
SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
An essay read before the Brooklyn Ethical Associ

ation, with report of a discussion of the essay. A 
pamphlet of 121 pages.

"A very able and satisfactory exposition of the 
synthetic philosophy."- Dr. R.G. KcctM.

“One of the most candid and able expositions o 
philosophic truth to which this association has ever 
istened.”—John a.Taylor.
Price, 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thk Heligio- 

Philosophical Journal office.

rX'111*1 GHEAT

SPIRITUAL REMEDIES.
MRS. SPENCE’S

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS.
“Our family think there in nothing like the Pouf. 

Iwitnd Negative Powders"- so siqs.I, II. Wiggins, 
•I Beaver Darn, Wis.. ami so says everybody.

Buy tho Positives for Fevers, Coughs, Colds. 
3ron<hltis. Asthma. I u.-pepsin.Dysentery. Diarrhoea, 
mver Complaint. Heart Disease, Kidney Comphifnts, 
Neuralgia, Headache. Female Diseases, Rheumatism, 
Nervousness, Sleeplessness and ali active and acute 
diseases. .

Buy tlie Nit;Aliens for Paralysis, Deafness. 
Amaurosis. Typhoid and Typhus Fevers. Buy a box 
nt Punitive and Negative.half and hiiifi for Clilllu 
and Fever.

Malted, postpaid, fo, 11.0V :t box, op six boxes for 
KOU,

ANGEL WHISPERINGS
KOI 4

The Searchers After Truth.
BY HATTIE J. HAY

This volume is presented to the public In hope# 
that many may draw inspiration from Its pages. The 
poems are well called "Angel Whisperings

Price, ornamental cover, fl.50; gilt edges, #300; 
postage J 7 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thk Kilioio- 
Philosophica Journal Office.

Maria M. King’s
PAMPHLETS

Comprising: Social Evils; God the Father, and 
Man the Image of God; The Brotherhood of Man 
and What Follows from It; What is Spiritualism! 
The Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism; Medium
ship.

These pamphlets have been published and sold 
separately for several years and are now bound to 
gether in a convenient form.

Price. #1.25.

ILLUMINATED BUDDHISM
. OH .

Tim THUE NIRVANA.

“Thw book before us. aside from its myrtle meth- 
ms..akesan entirely now view of the doctrines o. 
ihe transmigration '.f souls, of re-incarnaUon and of 
Nirvana......... but we need not follow the details, for 
:t would give but an imperfect idea (done of the 
most readable books in Us line we have met in a 
;otig time. Its literary dyle is unexceptionable, and 
he author shi as in every chapter evidences of pra- 
ou...l thoi /.i and a mastery of statettMC*. t”4t la a 

< pleasure to follow.'"- E-rchange.
Price, cloth, f LUI; paper, 50 eenff
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thk Kimgio- 

Philosophic al journal Office.

THE COSMIC ETHER AND 
ITS PROBLEMS.

The Invisible Actuator ot 
The World of Matter 

and Life.
—BY— f

B. B. IWIS. s
This volume gives the author's views of "the in

finite other, that unseen monarch who holds all 
matter in the hdllow of an almighty hand," of the 
nature of matter and the powerful physical 
agencies associated with It, the operation of elec
tricity in tbe ether, as seen In the aurora, the 
comets and the solar corona, the phenomena ot 
heat radiation upon tlie solar surface It is an 
exceedingly Interesting account of the nature of 
ether and its relation to matter, told In a manner 
to Interest alike the scientific thinker and the un
scientific reader.

Bound in cloth, price, 11.00; postage, eight cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at THS Riuoil 

Philosophical Jo pun Ai Office.
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BOOK REVIEWS.
[All books noticed under this heed are for sale at, 

or can be ordered through the office of TH a KK- 
LIG1O-PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL J

The Recrudescence of Leprosy and Its 
Causation. A Popular Treatise. By 
William Tebb, London: Swan Sunnen- 
schein & Company. Paternoster Square, 
181)3.

Leprosy is no doubt the most terrible 
disease that alfiicts the race of man. It 
destroys the tissues and organs. 11 is hojie- 
lessly incurable and hideously disfiguring. 
Its victims are the most pitiable objects 
that the imagination can conceive. Often 
many years pass before death rids them of 
a life of misery, scarcely alleviated by any 
kind of pleasure. During the last thirty 
5^ars, leprosy has spread rapidly. The 
author of this book having for many years 
been interested in this increase, his atten
tion having been first called to the growing 
ravages of leprosy during a visit to Asia 
Minor in the year 1884 and to one source 
of infection, the extent of which is im
perfectly realized, that is, vaccination. By 
the perusal of the evidence brought before 
the select Parliamentary Committee on 
Vaccination of 1871 by Dr. Hall Bakewell, 
although the danger of communicating 
leprosy by vaccination has been admitted 
in official and other reports, this author 
says that he has found it very difficult to 
get at the facts. Copies of important docu
ments have been refused by officials both 
at home and abroad. He thinks it may be 
too much to expect that those who regard 
Jenner as one of the greated of human 
benefactors will display much energy in 
bringing to light such cases us he refers to 
in large numbers in this volume. The 
book is full of information in regard to 
leprosy and we recommend it cordially to 
those who are interested in the study of 
this subject.

MAGAZINES.
The October Season, just out, is filled 

with a variety of handsome and practical 
illustrations for the late Autumn And early 
Winter Costumes; also, illustrations of 
new and very practical ornaments for 
home decorations; all designs being so 
plain and carefully designed as to make 
them easy of reproduction. The children’s 
outfits are exquisitely pretty, useful and 
comfortable. The International News 
Company, 83 and 85 Duane street. New 
York, N. Y.—The Columbian Exposition 
is made the theme of two articles in the 
October Popular Science Monthly. Mr. 
Charles M. Lungren opens the number 
with an illustrated account of “Electricity 
at the World’s Fair," describing the enor
mous ten thousand/lamp generators, the 
marvelous electri/fountains, the electric 
railway and launches in operation, and 
other wonders of the most wonderful of 
scientific arts. Under the title “House
hold /Arts at the World's Fair,” the exhib
its relating to the daily life and labors of 
the home are described by Mr. Frederick 
A. Fernald, “The Duty of the State to 
the Insane," is the subject of an article by 
Dr. Andrew Macfarlane. The author de
scribes the system of caring’for the insane 
that has been recently adopted by the 
State of New York, and advocates greater 
differences between the care of curable 
and of hopeless patients than are now 
customary.—Worthington’s Magazine for 
October is an unusually bright and varied 
number. There is never any failing off in 
interest and value in this exceptionally 
attractive periodical. It always comes to 
hand laden with good things from cover 
to cover, and no magazine is more welcome 
to our table. The October number con
tains J. Stanley-Brown’s second paper on 
the “Pribilof Islands." He vividly por
trays native life and scenes in the most 
entertaining manner, and gives an inter
esting account of the character, amuse
ments, occupations, and life of the native 
sealers in those far-off islands. Mrs. 
Livermore concludes her papers on life in 
“Ole Virginny.” Mrs. Sara A. Under
wood contributes a carefully prepared 
article on “Woman at the World's Fair.” 
It is superbly illustrated. “A Manifest 
Destiny,” by Constance Goddard DuBois, 
and John T. Russell’s “The Tater-Bug 
Parson” will hold the attention of readers 
to the end. “The Tater-Bug Parson" by 
the way, is a tale of real life in Eastern 
Tennessee. The scene of the story and 
the chief characters in it are so thinly dis
guised by slight changes in some of the 
names that it is easy to fix the exact local
ity of the story. Altogether Worthington’s 
for October is a royal number. Its low 
price brings it within the reach of all.

$2.50 per year, 25 cents a single number. 
A. D. Worthington A Co., Hartford, Conn.

M. L. Holbrook will publish early in 
the autumn another book by Bertha 
Meyer, author of “From the Cradle to the 
School," entitled, “The Child, Physically’ 
and Mentally; Advice of a Mother accord
ing to the Teaching and Experience of 
Hygienic Science; A Guide for Mothers 
and Educators.” It has been translated 
by Friederike Salomon, revised by A R. 
Aldrich, and dedicated, with special per
mission. to Her Imperial and Royal Ma
jesty Victoria, Empress and Queen Fred
eric of Germany and Prussia. Bertha 
Meyer’s book, “From the Cradle to the 
School,’* has been warmly received by 
kindergartners and become a household 
work for mothers in the training of chil
dren, and it is believed that this new work 
by the same author will find an equally 
cordial welcome. The price will be, in 
paper covers, 50 Cents. M. L. Holbrook. 
New York, «

The Century Co. has bought well nigh 
the complete literary “out-put" of Mark 
Twain during his year of residence abroad, 
and both The Century and St. Nicholas 
will have serial stories by this popular 
humorist among the attractions of the new 
year. For the Century he has written a 
novel which is said toabound with humor
ous and dramatic incident, and in some 
chapters to be a revelation of tragic power. 
Its plot includes a most, ingenious employ
ment of science in the detection of crime. 
It is called “Pudd’n’head Wilson,” ami 
like “Huckleberry. Finn" ami “Tom 
Sawyer" is a story of a Mississippi steam
boat town,

Thousands
Of dollars I sj»ent trying 
to find a cure for Mslt 
Bhesm, which 1 had 
13 years. Physicians 
said they never saw so 
severe a case. My legs, 
back and arms were cov-

more healthy, the mmhm mmm* healed, the 
scales fell off, I was soon able to give up ban
dages and crutches, and a happy man I was.” 
S. G Derry, 45 Bradford St, Providence, It. I.

HOOD’S PILLS cure liver ill*, constipation, 
biliousness, jaundlce.and sick headache. Try them.

A Weekly Jooraal of Natural and RatiMal 
Religion, seeking to unite the various phases 
of free thought in a religious movement that 
will find its basis of work in a desire to ennoble 
souls, to enlarge the boundaries of good will 
among men and to improve the life that now is.

Jenkin J^oto Tones, Editor in Chief, assisted 
by a corps of able workers in religion and 
ethics, including Dr. H W. Thomas, rabbi B, 
G. Hirsch, Dr. A. J. Canfield and Mr. M. M. 
Mangasarian.

PRICE $i.oo A YEAR
Sixteen quarto pages, including a liberal ser

mon or lecture, a review of current events and 
religious and sociological literature, and a 
number of timely editorials and contributed 
articles. Published by Unity .Publishing Co. 
publishers of Liberal Literature, 175 Dearborr 
Street, Chicago, U. 8. A.

VACATION TIME
—WITH—

Hints on Summer Living.
—BY—

U.S.l BRAYTON, M.H,

The author of this work Is well known ami this 
suggestive ami timely work is worthy of a careful 
perusal.

Price, 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Rkmgiu- 

PHILOHUPH1CA L JOI’ KN A L OffiCC.

MIND, THOUGHT AND CEREBRATION.
BY ALEXANDER WILDER.

Pamphlet form, price 10 cent#.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Rki.igio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

RULES AND ADVICE
For Those Desiring to 

FORM . OIBCDJEIS.'

Where through developed media, they may com
mune with spirit friends. Also a Declaration of 
Principles and Belief, and Hymns and Bongs for 
Circle and Social Binging. Compiled by James U. 
YouDfl.
For sale, wholesale Md retail, at The Rblioio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

Unlike Ilie Dutch Process
No Alkalies

— OR —

Other Chemicals 
are used in the 

preparation of

W. BAKER & CO.’S 

reakfastGocoa. 
which is absolutely 
pure and soluble.

It has morethan three times
the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or 
Sugar, and is far more eco-

nomieaL costing less than one cent a cup. 
It is delicious, nourishing, and easily
DIGESTED. ___ _______

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

& CO., Dorchester, Mass.

TUB

Proceedings of the Society for
Psychical Research

whl< h have hitherto been obtained only by mem
bers and associates can be procured at the office 
Of THE RULIUIO-PHILO.SOPJIH AL JOUKNAL as fol
lows. a few copies having been placed in our hands 
for Stile.

Price.
Part IX. Vol, Hl. Dec. 1SS5................... UW

• • XVUL “ VIL Ap i. hyi;........................ *’.5
• • XIX. 11 VII. July laid..........................i!5
“ XX, " VH. Feb. W«.........................K
” XXI. ” VHL Juno 1>«L. ..................»">
“ XXII. 11 VHL July 1FJ2....................... 1J)O
’• XXlli. ' VHL Dee HW. ....................LOO
- XXIV. " IX. JunelW....................LOO

Unity Booklets.
BV H. KM1L1E UADY. 

Finding the Christ in ourselves. ^^-IujQ,
Oneness with God. —^1
Neither do 1 Condemn Thee. i

BY LEO VIRGO.
The Philosophy of Denial. 15c.
What is Matter? 15c.
Directions for Beginners In Divine Science, 

with Six Days Course of Treatment. 10c.
Keek Wisdom 15c.
Points for Members of Silent Unity. 10c.

BY A. P. BARTON.
Faith’s Fruition. 15c.
The Bible and Eternal Punishment. 15c.

BY REV.CHAS. 11. PARKHURST.
Christ the Emancipator. 10c.

By EMMA CURTIS HuPKINB.
The Key to Power. 55c.
Ministry of the Holy Mother. 15c.
Resurrection of Christ. 15c.

BY EMMA SOLOMON.
Be Still and Know that I am God. 15c.

Bv PROP. HENRY DRUMMOND.
Love: me SupremeJGift. 15c.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thk R.elh»10- 
Fmuwn’tucAi. Journal office.

Transcendental Psychics.

An Account of Experimental 
Investigations From the 

Scientific Treatises
-OF-

JOHANN CARL FRIEDRICH ZQLLNER
Professor of Physical Astronomy at the University 
of Leipsic; Member of the Royal Saxon society 
of Sciences: Foreign Member of the Royal As
tronomical society of London, of the Impe
rial Academy of Natural Philosophers at
Moscow; Honorary Member of the Physical 
Association at Frankfort-on-the-Main; of 
the "SclenUHc Society of Psychological 
Studies," at Paris; and of the 
‘•British National Association of 

Spiritualists," at ixmdon.
Translated fropi the German, with a Pre

face and Appendices,
— HY—

CHARLES CARLETON MASSEY,
Of Lincoln’s Inn, London, England, 

Barrister-at-Law.

This Is an exceedingly valuable work, giving an 
account of Professor Zollner’a experiments with 
Henry Slade and bls theories regarding those phe
nomena, including the theory of the "Fourth Di
mension" with evidence of Samuel Bellachlni, 
Court Conjurer at Berlin, admissions by John Nevil 
Mukelyne and other professional ooujuiers.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 
Philohophical Journal Office.

The Sixth Sense,
RLEGTRIGITY.

A Story for the People.
By Mary E. Buell.

I2mo., Cloth, 521 pages. Price, #1.25,
This admirable book might have been called Doro

thy, but then tbs title would have given no cine to 
the contents. The author “hopes the story of ’The 
Sixth Sense' may not only prove sweet and rich to al) 
young people, but that it may fill their receptive 
minds with a higher and fuller sense of that ‘Rider 
Brother’ and his mission on earth eighteen hundred 
years ago." Some writer# have described wonder
ful psychical experiences without daring to attempt 
a discussion or explanation of their causes. 'Mrs. 
Buell essays the task of explaining the laws ; and 
naming the forces by which denisons of the Spirit- 
World return and manifest. Whether she-is wholly 
correct will remain a moot question with many; but 
it may be truthfully Mid that she is very much tn 
earnest, and in the simplest language possible seta 
forth her views. While the story has a high motive, 
it is not prosy. On the contrary it is a breery, 
healthy, inspiring volume, adapted to both old and 
young..

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 
Philosophical J ouhnal Office.

LIGHT ON THE PATH.
With Note* and Comments.

A treatise for the personal use of those who are 
ignorant of the Eastern Wisdom, and who desire to 
enter within its influence.

Written down uy M. C.
Price, cloth bound, 40 cents; paper cover, 26 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Th a Rkligio- 

Philosophical Journal office.

THIS. 1NFLURNOB 
OF

FOOD ON CHARACTER
OR

VEGETABLE AS. IIIIU DIET.
BY

REUBEN PERRY.
The object of this esMy is to point out the Influ- 

enoetbat the different kinds of food for a long .time 
exclusively eaten have had tn the formation 
character. '

Price, IQ cants. ©
For sale, wholesale and retail, at TO BXUKM* © 

Philosophical Journal Office. - -

BOOKS. ' j ; ©S

SPIRITUALISM,
Psychical Phenomena,

Free Thought and Science.

The crowded condition of the JOURNAL’S advertis
ing columns precludes extended advertisements of 
books, but investigators and buyers will be supplied 
with a

CATALOGUE and price list 
upon application.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 
PHILOSOFHICAL JOURNAL Office

THE SOUK
BY ALEXANDER WILDER.

Pf mphlet form, price 15 cents
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 

Philosopbical touhnal Office.

MEDIUMSHIP.

O11AHTKU OK KXPKH1HNOHS.

BY MRS. MARTA M. KING.

This Pamphlet of 50 pages is a condensed state
ment of *ue laws of Mediumship illustrated by the 
Author's own experiences. It explains the Religious 
experiences of the Christian In consonance with 
Spiritual laws and the Spiritual Philosophy. It fas 
valuable to all, and especially to the Christian who 
would know the true philosophy of a “change of 
heart." It ought to be largely circulated as a tract 
by Spiritualists.

Price, 96 per hundred; $3.50 for 60; SI for 13, and 10 
cents per single copy.

For Mie, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 
rwiLaaopHiCAL Journal Office.

TO SPIRITUALISTS.
BY JOHN. HOOKER,

Of the Connecticut Baa
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A BOSTON WOMAN’S IMPRESSIONS 
OF IRELAND.

(From a private letter.)
When slowly going from Portrush to 

the Giant’s Causeway (on the only electric 
tramway in Ireland,) the first glimpse of 
the Scottish Coast was had, a misty 
glimpse, as the unusual heat of the sum
mer in these isles causes haziness, and the 
fogs are frequent; yet there is a subdued 
beauty in the views thus softened. One 
does not see the streams to advantage, and 
the Irish fishermen were deploring the 
small catches of fish and bemoaning “the 
driest summer Ireland had ever known.”

The poor folk counting upon the winter 
supply of food and fuel through the profit 
of the fishing season will fare sadly, 1 fear. 
The Irish seem such an easy, short-sighted 
people, that it is not to be expected that 
they have made provisions for unsuccess
ful seasons. The poverty in the southern 
part of Ireland is appalling and the beg
gars a nuisance. The grand journey from 
Glengariff to Killarney is made wretched 
at times by the tiny beggars (who come 
just about to the hubs of the carriage 
wheels,) whining in monotone what one 
cannot understand, but easily imagined a 
blessing and a petition for pennies). How 
the little legs can keep up with the good 
pace of the strong horse for a third or half 
a mile was a mastery, and when I wished 
to enjoy the scenery’ I found my mind 
tending to that awful question of mendi
cancy, without the power to change con
ditions.

I never gave a half-penny to a beggar, 
unless I first received a bit of information 
or assistance; but the manner of the folk 
when refused alms was so polite that it 
was a constant surprise. A “Thank you” 
and a blessing, or a civil or kindly reply 
to some friendly remark made after a re
fusal without a tinge of malice, was so 
different from expectation that I have pon
dered upon their gentle spirit. Il is this I 
gentle spirit and the hospitality of the peo
ple which warms one s heart toward them. I 
Stopping at the very humblest huts of tbe I 
very poor and asking for milk and food I 
often found it difficult to get the hostess | 
to take pay for my luncheon. At times I | 
persuaded them to use the money for the I 
children or the church, and at other times | 
I saw they felt the conditions of inhospi- I 
tality and for the very best they could of- | 
fer they would take nothing. It makes I 
my eyes moist when I think of the pa
thetic sights and tales which came to me 
during my nearly six weeks traveling I 
about Ireland. I

Cork I found to be a dirty city and my 1 
three days’ stay was due to vain searches | 
for various things of a scientific and use- 1 
ful nature. I hud a most delightful visit 
with the Biological Professor of Queen’s I 
College. I visited Blarney Castle and 
kissed the famous stone! A glorious view j 
is to be had from the top of the ruinous 
pile. The limestone caves interested me 
much and the jackdaw’s circlings and I 
nestings near the top of the turret where I 
sat was a fascination. My four nights at 
Kinsale with the days among them were 
filled with experiences. It would take not 
a little time to relate them, and my enter- I 
tainment at the Castle at Innishanhon I 
where we landed after our row in the I 
Baunan. I doubt if there be a more I 
charming stream in the kingdom enlivened I 
by sea and land birds. Passing a few 
hours at Drumoleague I pressed on from I 
Bantry to Glengariff, where the night was I 
gassed. A glorious drive is that about | 

antry and Glengariff Bay, even when | 
the mountains have on their mist caps and 
you can only fancy the heights. The next 
morning, however, the mountain tops were 
gloriously distinct and I had seen the moon ] 
rise on the waters of Glengariff. That 
night I passed at Killarney, where I made 
a nine days’ stay, resting, writing and 
sight-seeing. Through the Gap of Danloe 
I walked, collecting botanical specimens. 
I climbed (with a guide) to the top of Man
gerton and got wet, for we had what I 
should call hard showers, but the guide 
told me “a Killarney shower lasts twenty- 
four hours. This is only a little perspira
tion.” The rows on the lakes gave varied 
views of the banks, cliffs, mountains and 
islands. I paid a little visit to Castle Is
land, a quiet village even on butter mar
ket day, and a contrast to the place where 

> moonlighting once made a famous stir. I
was told by an Irishman that for half a 
crown (60 cents) one could hire a man shot 
in those sad days.

My stay at Tralee covered one night and 
I was glad to start on early the next a. m., 
so unattractive did I find the town. Like 
nearly every other Irish city and town, it 
was dirty. At Listowell a jaunting car

took me to Tarbvrt, where a little boat 
took me to the line steamer Shannon, 
which landed me at Cappa, where the rail
way train carried me on to Kilkee, a wa
tering place frequented by Limerickers. 
Finding that no boatman would go out on 
the water on Sunday, I had to abandon 
the idea of entering the caves; but took a 
jaunting car from Kilkee to lamp Head, 
where one of the treats of my life awaited 
me. I saw from an unfinished bridge at 
Loop Head, the island on which seagulls, 
puffins and corfnorants bred. A marvel
ous sight was their home, and their notes 
a study which I too shortly enjoyed. The 
next a. m., I was a little stiff after my 
drive of over thirty miles in "a jouncing 
car. I had walked much and plucked 
many fiowere to break the thirty-four mile 
drive. Cottage hospitality was again ex
perienced on that journey. I did not lin
ger at Limerick, only to attend to business 
and to have a hasty look about: but went 
outside the city to Castle Connel for the 
night. The famous water falls, Duoliar, 
had lost their grandeur for the dry season 
had left the stream very low and the rocks 
exposed. I enjoyed waterfront a fine iron 
spring before leaving the next a. m. for 
Limerick. My next stopping place was 
Galway and an early visit was paid to the 
Gradach where live the fisher folk: but 
there the Eirse tongue is losing ground as 
in other parts of Ireland, 1 got some folk 
to talk Eirse to me and amused them and 
others by attempting to talk it. Then is 
a beautiful college (Queens) just outside 
the city of Galway.and I enjoyed my visit 
there. A steamer took me to the Isles of 
Arran, where I was followed by a crowd, 
quite as much a curiosity to the islanders 
as were they to me. The panpooles of the 
men and children are pieces of cow-hide 
made into primitive a foot covering. I got 
two pairs: saw one of the wheels on 
which the wool which is made into cloth
ing for the family is spun, and passed 
most of m3’ stay in a cottage waiting for 
a cottager to find a Boston letter, which 
had announced that a member of the 
family had fallen heir to a fortune of

sisters under his roof, “Oh!” said he, 
“there are many things a lady Iik»* you 
traveling about would not. hear.” He was 
taking one d his children to Arran- 
more to place him under the direc
tion of a relative, who was a priest. 
I think if the landlords had spent their 
money at home in place of carrying it 
away from the country, the condition of 
Southern Ireland would be better to-dny. 
The land owners should stat' at home be
fore they have Horne Rule. It w mil »n- 
cournging for the poor soil workers to im
prove ihe land and have rent raised, when 
the laird owner has not improved condi
tions. The little patches uf potatoes ami 
cabbages are free from weeds, ami ihe 
rows of plants as straight as the Hight of an 
arrow. One admires the regularity ”f the 
gardens. The peat farms an-a novelty; 
but in the North vety’ few are seen. I 
only saw one field of tlax: but that was 
just bursting into bloom ns I went toward 
Portrush on leaving The Giants Cause
way. The flax Helds are only seen in the 
North. Robinson and Cleaver’s in Berl- 
fast is the best shop I ever did shopping 
in. The goods arc shown you u$ if to d,, 
s<> were a pleasure, and the house is noted 
fur its honorable ami prompt business 
wap. The linen \s nil made on hand
looms, which visitors are allowed io see in 
action, and the linen is verv beautiful and 
cheap. I mnsi say- throughout Ireland I 
fuuml the people interested in the Chi
cago Exposition, and fearing the Fair 
would k op travelers from this side <>f ib- 
Ailmtie.

Tried & True
may 
well be said 
ol the Superior Medicine, 
the standard 
blood-purifier,

AVER’S
SARSAPARILLA

Its long record 
assures you that what 
has cured others 

will cure you

Isabel L. Johnmix.-

THE WATER WHEEL
can »ody keep the machinery of Hm mill 
going so long as the stream which turns 
it Hows with sufficient velocity. So with 
the human body. If the bl<«ul js impun 
and sluggish, the heart can not sent it to 
nourish afipartsof the body - the capacity 
of the mill becomes limited.

To get the machine^’ of health in
seventy pounds, by the death of his sister, proper motion, the blood must be cleansed 
The looks of admiration that went round and vitalized.
because I could read the letter so well j Dr. Peter’s Blood Vitalizer was com- 
weye amusing. | pounded for this purpose during the last

I saw this most primitive people who century, and has never yet been known to 
speaks the purest Eirse for too short a fall in purifying the blood and giving new 
time, although some of them and their life and strength to the entire system, 
fish or pigs were taken on board the *1 his old Swiss-German remedy is not a 

h-arn allSteamer on m3’ leaving. A fiddler with an I drug store medicine. You can 
instrument with broken strings, and p about it by writing Dr. Pdvr Fahrnvy. 
dancing sailor made diversion on the pas- Chicago. 111.
sage back to Galway. The Arran women I - --------------
are the money keepers and it was droll to j ..* r|Ff n WANTED ’’
see them dole out money and food to the 1
men with admonitions or orders. The I am a young man 25 years of age. and 
women work hard and their costume is just preparing to enter into public life as 
peculiar. A petticoat made like the one a lecturer. 1 desire to begin h during this 
hung from the hips is thrown over their fall, and continue through the coming 
neck, and under it may be seen the vest of winter. M3’ subjects are: Hunmn-Na- 
a man and sometimes a shirt. The petti- lure complete as taught by Physiology, 
coat is sometimes lifted from the neck,to Phrenology. Hygiene, Psychology, and 
cover the head; butoftener a little shawl I Natural or Rationnlastic Theology? as re
acts as head covering. I vented by the works of the Almighty.

My next start was for Dublin which I Will some of dm readers of this notice 
greatly enjoyed. Such a change from the please find me an invitation where faeil- 
parts where I had recently been. A stir- ities an' favorable fora beginner. Address 
ring city with many places of interest. Arthur L. Gould. Nashville. Mich. 
After nearb’ a week’s stay I left almost in
tears. Howth is a charming watering 
place. Il is worth being proud of, as are 
the Dubliners. “The Royal Irish Touna- THE JOURNAL BINDER.
meat” was twice seen before I left Dub- Every reader who desires lo preserve his 
lin, and I passed most of a Sunday in the pa>>er and to know where to find it when 
Zoological Garden. It was my intention wanted should procure a binder. The 
to stop at Enniskillen longer than one ‘’Emerson” is the best one 1 know of; and 
night, but I gave up the idea and pressed a size suitable for The Journal in full 
on to Londonderry where I stopped a few I cloth with the side stamped with the name 
hours seeing the city from a jaunting car of the paper in full gilt, will be furnished 
and by alighting. From there I went on subscribers for seventy jive cents, which is 
to “The Giant’s Causeway," the place I fifty cents less than retail price. They 
had longed most to see in Ireland and well will be supplied to none but subscribers at 
repaid was I for my longing. Sadly I left the reduced price. At the end of the year 
a few days later, hoping to pay another the numbers can be removed, if desired, 
and much longer visit to the grand scenes, and the binder is ready for the next year.

The folk in the North of Ireland are and as good as new; or the volumes can be 
brighter than those I have met in Scotland, left in the covers and put upon the library 
1 attribute it to the intermarriage of the shelf, and another binder procured. Every 
Irish with the Scottish poeple. They are number has articles of permanent valued- 
much more intelligent than those in the | as good years hen re as during the week of 
south, east or west of Ireland; I mean the I issue.

I common folk. Mi beggars are allowed at 
the Giant’s Causeway. Better land laws 
give the Northerners the advantage over 
their Southern countrymen. In the South 
the air makes one feel indolent and it may 
be a great factor in the shiftless lives of

I the people. I saw evicted farms in the 
South of Ireland, and an Irishman (whom 
I met on the steamer which took us to the 
Isles of Arran,) told as the reason of many 
evictions were that if a man living in a 
cottage had a pretty daughter and she 
would not yield to the land owner’s de
sires, the family was evicted. He said 

j there was one land owner who had three

THE PERFECT WAY 
on 

Ilie Finding of Christ,
Tim American reprint of thi* new, re

vised and enlarged edition.

‘•The Perfect Way" will be found to be an occult 
library in itself, and those desirous of coming into 
the esoteric knowledge and significance of lite will 
be repaid hr its study.

Price. W cents, postage, 15 e< nls.
for sale, wholesale and retail, at The Keligio- 

I’HiwKoi'HKAb Journal Office.

“AsltlsToBe.”
BY OORA LINN DANIELS.
RICHARD HODGSON, SECRETARY AMERICAN 

Branch of the society for Psychical Re- 
seahch, writes: I have re-read with much pleasure, 
in print, the pages which I read so long ago in manu
script. It seems to me that you might have still 
more emphasized the fact that the book Is not tue 
product of your normal consciousness. This makes 
it all the more remarkable, whatever be the origin 
of "The Voices” whose utterances form the book— 
whether disembodied human spirits, or the varying 
manifestations of your own subliminal conscious
ness, or some yet more foreign intelligence. And 
while I cannot say that I agree with every opinion 
expressed in it, I think that few persons can read tt 
wlthot t feeling better and stronger, and 1 certainly 
believe that moat of our members would be very 
glad to have it brought to their attention. It is a 
charming and valuable production.

F. L. BURR, for a quarter of a century editor of 
the Hartford Daily Times, writes: Your experiences 
on the borderland of two worlds are curious and 
fascinating. The life we ari leading here is not the 
beginning nor the ending. It Is. as you assert, cer
tainly not the ending. 1 can never for one moment 
alter the Gibraltar of my faith, that our loved ones 
do come back to us; sometimes, as in your case, 
they materially aid us,as also in various Uu’^u-:

12mo. 260 pages, with portrait, art initial letters, 
profusely illustrated, with marginal notps, on tine 
satin paper, broad margins, paper covers.50 etc.; 
cloth, *1.00.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at THE Relt .. - 
Philosophical Journal office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist
BY ABBY A. JUDSOK.

The author, the daughter of the celebrated mis
sionary, Adonlram Judson, gives an interesting ac
count of the psychical experiences which called 
her attention to Spiritualism and the causes that 
led her into the lecture field. The book has a fine 
portrait of the author and consists of selected 
poems, communications from various persons, and 
twelve lectures on a variety of topics, such as; 
‘•What is Spiritualism?” “Do Spiritualist# Believe 
in God?" ‘‘Personal Evidences of Spiritualism;'' 
‘Unreasonable Dogmas;” “What Jesus Really 

Taught;” “Spiritualism of Jesus;” “Spiritualism 
the Foundation of all Religions;" “How to Inves
tigate Spiritualism;" “What is Death?" “Astro
nomical Location of the Spirit-world" and “The 
Future Religion of the World." This volume is 
especially fitted for missionary work to all inter
ested in Spiritualism.

The book is tastefully bound in cloth. Pp. 263 
Price. *100. postage, 10 cent#.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at THE BELIGIO- 
Philosophical jourmax Office.
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A SPIRITUAL SENSE.
Al a. seance where Eglinton was the 

medium, a few years ago, a not very suc
cessful seance certainly, for the influences 
in some way were adverse, there came 
from between the curtains behind which 
Eglinton was sitting what appeared to be 
the. undulating form of some person, 
though there was no head developed, ami 
the thing was very ethereal. Now, this 
figure was seen by only two or three of 
the circle, while the others did m>t see it, 
the circumstances being equally favorable 
for all. The question arises naturally, 
Whv was this?

But before proceeding to attempt the 
discovery of an answer, certain other well- 
known facts deserve consideration. We 
believe it will be acknowledged that there 
arc plenty of people who would accept the 
phenomena of Spiritualism without hesi
tation if they ever were able b> witness 
those phenomena in any way which was 
personal to themselves: but whatever they 
See, or whatever they are told of, as long 
as the facts do not appeal to them person
ally, they reject the spiritual hypothesis. 
And it is needless to say those personal 
manifestations never come to them.

Is there, then, a “spiritual sense." want
ing to a large part of mankind, and de
veloped very variously even among those 
who possess it? In the ease, given at the 
beginning of this .article, the spiritual 
sense must have been developed certainly 
in at least one of those who. did not see the 
figure, so that if there be a spiritual sense 
it was probably an instance of a ditferent 
degree of development. And. on the same 
supposition, the spiritual blindness of the 
majority of people may be attributed to 
the more or less complete absence of the 
same sense.

The existence of the five senses, and of 
no more than five, has become so much one 
of the “facts” of our daily life, Jhat to 
add to them would not be acceptable to 
most; nevertheless, the old belief has been 
receiving more shocks .lately in the well- 
ascertained occasional overlapping of the 
senses of hearing and sight. And the 
necessity of such terms as “color-sense" 
shows that the “sense" of sight does not o 
itself cover the whole area of what is 
meant by “seeing.”

Moreover, that part 'of the theory o 
evolution which teaches how organs may 
become extinct, or when remaining, be
come useless through disuse, comes iu 
helpfully in this connection. Our com
mercial civilization is essentially a ma
terial civilization, and the. use of the spir
itual sense has been weakened, if not gen
erally destroyed, by its influence. Spir
itual atrophy has been the natural conse
quence of its want of exercise. And that 
this is so is borne out by the fact that so- 
called uncivilized peoples, and people who 
though civilized have yet not been thor
oughly tainted by the corrupting influen
ces of our modern civilization, invariably 
recognize the spiritual agencies about 
them, and are amenable to, and believe in, 
the impact of the Unseen. It is also 
worthy of notice that the revivification of 
this spiritual sense has been almost ex
actly coincident with the doubts which 
men have begun to show as to the value of 
the materialistic civilization which has for 
so many centuries been tMeir boast.

/^et it be understood, nevertheless, that 
the possession of such a sense does not 
necessarily involve the presence of either 
moral or intellectual superiority on the 
part of its possessor, though it d-es in
volve great responsibility. The sense 
may, however, be cultivated, but it would 
seem that the more it is cultivated, the 
less it is affected by material things, it 
being gradually intromitted into the con
sciousness of higher intelligences, with 
intuition as the result. From this there

arises some difficulty. One sometimes 
wonders whether by any means whatever 
a man born blind could be made to realize 
what is meant by sight. The thing is ap
parently impossible. So it is with intui- 
ional knowledge. It is very difficult, it is 

indeed not possible, to explain to those not 
having the spiritual sense what is meant 
by intuitional knowledge. And yet a 
man may have, that kind of knowledge 
without being either a vain man or a fool.
—I jigh t. __________

Mr. Mozoomdar, who represented the 
Brahmo-Somaj.of India, at the Parliament 
of Religions said: The new system of re
ligion in the Brahmo-Somaj is called the 
new dispensation. The Christian speaks 
in termg of admiration of Christianity, so 
does the Hebrew of Judaism; st) does the 
Mohammedan of the Koran, so does the 
Zoroastrian of the Zend-Avesta. The 
Christian admires his own principles of 
spiritual culture, the Hindoo does tho 
same, the Mohammedan does the same; 
but the Brahmo-Somaj accepts and har
monizes all these precepts, systems, prin
ciples, teachings and disciplines and makes
them into one system, and that is his re
ligion. For a whole decade, my friend. 
Kashub Chunder Sen and many other 
apostles of the Brahmo-Somaj have trav-l 
eled from village to village, from province 
to province, from continent to continent
declaring this new dispensation and the 
harmony of all religious prophecies and 
systems unto the glory of the one true 
living Cod. But we are a subject race: 
we are uneducated; weare incapable; we 
have not the resources of money to imt 
men to listen to our message. In the full
ness of time you have called this august 
parliament of religions, and the message 
that we could not propagate you have 
takeii into yourhands to propagate. We 
have made that the gospel of our very 
lives, the ideal of our very being. I do 
not come to the sessions of this parlia
ment as a mere student, not as one who 
has to justify his own system. I come as 
a disciple, as a follower, as a brother. May 
your labors be blessed with prosperity, 
and not only shall your Christianity and 
your America be exalted, but the Brahmo- 
Somaj will feel most exalted; and this poor 
man who has come such a long distance to 
crave your sympathy and your kindness, 
shall feel himself amply rewarded. May 
the spread of the new dispensation rest 
with you and make you our brothers and 
and sisters. Representatives of all relig
ions, may all your religions merge into 
the fatherhood oi God and in the broth
erhood of man, that Christ’s prophecy 
may be fulfilled, the world’s hope may be 
fulfilled, and mankind may become one 
Kingdom with God our Father.

WHAT STRONGER PROOF :
Is needed of the merit of Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla than the hundreds of letters con
tinually coming in telling of marvelous 
cures it has effected after all other rem
edies had failed?

Hood’s Pills cure constipation.

A cultivated taste
would naturally lead a person possessing 
it to prefer the best things obtainable and 
guard against imperfections. The Gail 
Borden Eagle Brand Condensed Milk is 
unequalled in quality, as a trial will prove. 
Grocers and Druggists.

The formula of Ayer's Sarsaparilla is 
well known to the medical profession, and 
universally approved. The reputation of 
the firm guarantees excellence and uni
formity in the medicine, and the world’s 
experience for nearly half a century has 
fully demonstrated its value.

Hall’s Hair Renewer contains the natu
ral food and color-matter for the hair, and 
medicinal herbs for the scalp, curing gray
ness, baldness, dandruff and scalp sores.

If You Want Work 
thalls pleans^wtl profitable, send us your address 

immediately,. We teach men and women how to 
am from #5 per day to *3000 per year without ha v

Init had previous experience, and furnish the era 
ployment at which they can make that amoun 
Capital unnecessary. A trial will cost you nothing 
Write to-day and address,

W.C. ALLEN « CO., 
Box UMI. Augusta, Me.

The Open Door,
OR

THE SEORETOF JESUS
BY

John Hamlin Dewey, M. D.
The author dedicates this book to “Those whe 

look, pray and work for the spiritual emancipation 
and transfiguration of humanity; and he believes it 
is a key to spiritual emancipation, illustration and 
mastery.

The exposition of the divine possibilities of hn 
inanity given in this book is based upon the recogni
tion of a psychical and spiritual side to both natnre 
and man. “In recognising a super-sensuous and 
spiritual realm to which we are related,” says the 
author, “we must reckon it as a portion of the uni
verse to which we belong, and our relations to It and 
its influence upon us as perfectly natural and legit 
I mate under normal conditions.”

“This book lean earnest effort from the stand potn 
of a seer, to become a help not an oracle for others, 
and to so unfold the law and conditions through 
which the spiritual consciousness is attained and the 
emancipation of mind realised... .that the troth may 
be practically and readily tested by all who desire to 
know H for themselves....That the words of this 
book may hft many to the mount of vision to behold 
the nearness of the kingdom, and inspire them with 
boldness and courage to enter tn and posses# it# 
treasuries, is the prayer of the author."

The work Is printed from large clear type and 
covers 156 pages.

Price, 30 cents, postage 6 cents.

GUIDE-POSTS 
ON 

IMMORTAL ROADS.
BY MRS. AMARALA MARTIN.

Tho author says “As a firefly among the Maw, m 
n ripple on theocesn, I send out this small beacon 
of hope through, the valley of desprJr ”

I’-'rHSSOTh
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The RrLMio- 

PniLOROFBICALjOUHNALOa*"

FIRST STEPS IN PHILOSOPHY.
(Phj»lo»l and Ethical.)

By William Mackintire Salter.
An unpretentious but serviceable and thorough 

▼plume on the physical and ethical sides of philoso
phical truth. The writer, Mr. W. M. Salter, is an 
ethical teacher in Philadelphia and also the author 
of* bright volume entitled, “Ethical Religion." This 
volume presents an examination into two funda
mental conceptions, matter and duty. It is the 
fruit of the author's own thinking and is in some re
spects an outline of Ma ethical teaching* ...The 

l8J»5u*hle because it Indicates the tendencies 
of Ar® thinking of one of the clearest-headed ethi
cal teachers and writers In the country....No stu
dent of moral philosophy can afford to Ignore It.— Boston

Cloth, l«mo., IM pages, *1.00 postpaid.
For sale,-wholesale and retail, at The Belioxo- 

PHXLO8OPHICAL JOURNAL Office.

ETHICAL RELIGION.
BY WILLIAM M. SALTER,

RESIDENT LECTURER OF THE CHICAGO SOCIETY FO? 
ETHICAL CULTURE.

CONTENTS.
Ethical Religion; The Ideal Element In Morality; 

What b a Moral Action? Is there a Higher Law? Is 
there anything Absolute about Morality? Darwin
ism 'n Ethics; The Social Ideal; The Rights of 
Labor; Personal Morality; On some Features of the 
Ethics of Jesus; Does the Ethics of Jesus satisfy the 
Needs of our Time? Good Friday from a Modern 
Standpoint; The Success and Fai lure-of Protestant
ism; Why Unitarianism Fails to Satisfy; The Basis 
of the Ethical Movement; The Supremacy of Ethics; 
The True Basis of Religions Union.

iraoklieo
Nation.- 

pressive 1 
ageous, si;

probably only a few. even among advanx 
tartans, agree with him. Yet he Is so plainly 
of finding the truth, and so free from any 
Irreverence that conservative Evangelical be 
hardly will object to his spirit.”

The religio-Philosophical Journal: “Afew 
of the lectures give to the theoretical side of im
portant problems careful consideration and deep 
thought, while they all present the author's views, 
though sometimes fragmentartiy, in a scholarly and 
attractive manner. Mr. Salter's philosophic and re
ligious position is evidently agnostic, with a strong 
leaning toward theism and immortality of the soul, 
at least for a morally select portion o* humanity. In 
his conception of Spiritualism is prominent Dose 
aspects of it which offend his refined taste, and ,t is 
not strange f ^refore that he fails to appreciate thlr 
system of thought as understood and expounded ft, 
Its representative thinkers. When Mr Salter comes 
to understand Spiritualism through study and 1n- 
v ’stlgattou instead of, as now, chiefly through the 
Interpretation of its opposing critics, he will find to 
his astonishment, may be, that Its ethics and his are 
nearly identical.”

Cloth, 332 pages. Price, *1.50.

STARTLING FACTS
IN

modern Spiritualism,
BEING A GRAPHIC ACCOUNT OF

Witches, Wizards, and Witchcraft; Table Tipping, 
Spirit Rapping, Spirit Speaking, Spirit Telegraph

ing; and MATERIALIZATIONS of Spirit 
Hands, Spirit Beads, Spirit Faces, Spirit 

Forms, Spirit Flowers, and every other
Spirit Phenomenon that has Occurred In Europe and 

America since the Advent of Modern Spiritual
ism, March 31,184?, to the Present Time.

BY

N. B. WOLFE, M. D.
The book makes a large IS mo. of over 600 pages; 

it is printed on UM calendered paper and bound in 
extra heavy English cloth, with back and front beau
tifully illuminated In gold.

After comprehensively epitomising the "Startling 
Facts” contained In his book, comprising original in
vestigations made under most favorable auspices. 
Dr. Wolfe says:

"With these avowals of its teachings the book 
stands before the world, asking no favor bT. s read 
ing-no consideration but the fair judgment o' 
lightened men and women. As Death is a * 
common alike to King, Pope, Priest, an** 
should be Interested in knowing wh*' 
what becomes of us after we d* 
tasted death, our spirit fri 
problem in this book oi f"

Price. H.K.
For sale, wholes' 

Philosophical
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THE

Watseka Wonder!
Heaven Revised.

A Narrative of Personal Experiences After 

the Change Called Death.

By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. American Branch.
A NARRATIVE OF STARTLING PHENOMENA 

OCCURRING IN THK CASK OF

MARY LURANCY VENNUM.
BY DIL. E. W. STEVENS.

This well attested account of spirit presente 
crested awWe-spread sensation when first published 
in the Religio-Philoeopbica^ Journal. Over fifty 
thousand copies were circulated. Including the Jour
nal s publication and the pamphlet editions, but the 
demand still continues.

To those familiar with the marvellous story, it is

NO WONDER
the Interest continues, for tn it on indubitable testt 
mony may be learned how a young girl was

.SAVED FROM THK MAD HOUSE.
^V Ur direct assistance o/gpiHte, through the intelli
gent interference of Spiritualists, and after months 
of almost continuous spirit control and medical 
treatment by Dr. Stevens, was restored to perfect 
nealth, to the profound astonishment of all. So far 
transcending tn some respect, all other recorded 
cases of a similar character, thia by common acclaim 
came to be known as

THE WATSEKA WONDER,
Were it not that ths hist wy of the cate i* authenti

cated beyond all cat’ll or possibility of doubt, it would 
be considered by those unfamiliar with the facta of 
Spiritualism as a skillfully prepared work affliction.

A MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
for general distribution, it is unequalled; and for 
this purpose should be distributed industriously, 
generously, persistently far and near.

The present issue Is a superior edition from, new ste
reotype plates, printed on a fine quality of toned pa
per, and protected by •' laid ” paper covers of the 
newest patterns.

The publisher has taken advantage of the necessity 
for new plates, and with the courteous permission of 
Harper Brothers, incorporated with the case of 
Lurapcy Vennum one from Harper's Magasine foi 
May, I860, entitled ,

Psychical a&d Physio-Psycholo^cal Studies.

MARY REYNOLDS,
A CASE OP

An exchange in reviewing this'’work truly says: 
“This is a narrative of personal experiences after 
death, of a spirit that returns and give# It graphic
ally, through the medium. It is just the thing for a 
neophyte to read, who desires to know something of 
the beyond, beh gone of the most common sense 
productions we have seen In Spiritual literature for 
many a day."

“This Is am exposition of Spiritual 
the pen of one who Is thoroughly 
now light of Spiritual science, and

IMPORTED EDITION.

Lights and Shadows 
OF 

SPIRITUALISM.

there is nothing in the work that can offend tho most 
fastidious critic of tho orthodox school............Alto
gether it is well worth careful reading by all tandir 
minds.

Pamphlet, 101 pp. Price 86 cents
For sals, wholesale and retail, at Thk Religio- 

Philobofhical Journal Office.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST ?

Curious Revelations From tbe 
Life of a Trance Medium.

The Society for Psychteal research 1* engaged In 
the investigation of the phenomena of Thought- 
transferenoe,Clairvoyance, Apparitionsand Haunted 
Houses, Spiritualistic Phenomena, etc., and evidence 
tn connection with these different groups of phenom
ena is published from time to time in the 8. P. R. 
Journal and Proceeding*, to which associate mem
bers (due* #6.00 per annum) are entitled.

Persons who have had psychical experiences of any 
kind are earnestly requested to communicate them 
directly to the Secretary of the American Branch, 
or to the editor of Tag Religio-Philosophical, 
Journal, with aa much corroborative testimony 
as possible; and a special appeal 1* made to those 
who have had experiences justifying the spiritual
istic belief.

Information concerning the Society can be obtained 
from .

BICHARD HODGSON, LL.D, 
Secretary for America,

S Boy la ton Place, Boston, Mass.

BY D. D. KOMIS.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard.

Double Consciousness,
tborltlee, and Mr. Epes Sargent makes reference to 
it in that invaluable, standard work. The Selenitic 
Basis of Spiritualising his latest and best effort. The 

of Lu-
fancy 
ditton. The two narrations make a

SIXTY-PAGE PAMPHLET.
ia.‘»» -un. .. mmm

Philosophical Journal Office

Illustrated with portraits, and a frontispiece of 
Lincoln from Carpenter's celebrated painting.

. In this narrative Mrs. Maynard tells of her early 
life, and the discovery of her mediumship, and 
brings her career down to the time of going to Wash
ington. Beginning with chapter VII., Mrs. Maynard 
recounts her first meeting and seance with Presi
dent Lincoln and follows it up with accounts of 
further seances at which Lincoln was present, in
cluding some at the White House.

“I believe that Mr. Lincoln was satisfied and con
vinced that the communications he received through 
me were wholly Independent of my volition." writes 
Mrs. Maynard (page 91).

Lincoln is quoted as saying: “1 am not prepared to 
describe the Intelligence that controls this young 
girl’s organism. She certainly could have no know! 
edge of tbe facts communicated to me."

Mrs. Maynurd tells* plain, straightforward story 
and fortifies it with witnesses. That she did hold 
sesnoMfor Mr. Uwo'g, and that he was strongly 
lEkffseHMM# by what he sow and heard ne Intelligent 
person eon doubt, after reading this book. The 
publisher declares that ho has not spared care, re
search or expense tn verifying Mrs. Maynard's 
story before publishing the book; and ho publicly 
declares that ho “stakes his reputation on tho valid
ity of Its contents."

Cloth-bound. MW pages. Price. #1.60.
For Ale, wholesale and retail, at Thk Religiq- 

Philobophical Journal Office.

THE BIOGEN SERIES

A Course of Lessons for Levs Than 4ct» Per 
Lesson.

50c. A New and Important Work. 50c.
By the Author of “The Light of Egypt”
A work that no Mental Healer. Christian Scientist 

or Magnetic Physician can afford to be without, if 
they would become the real master* of their, pro
fession in the study of man and the healing ar 
divine.

The Language of the Stars.
A PRIMARY OUKH8 OF LESSONS IN CELES

TIAL DYNAMICS.
This Important primary work is the first practical 

exposition of the Astro-Magnetic force* of nature- 
in their relation to man—that has yet been Issued by 
the American press.

It contains It special lessons embracing each 
department of human life in such plain simple 
language, that a child eon understand tbe elemen
tary principles laid down. And tn addition to these 
lessons there is an Appendix, containing a full ex 
planation of all technical and scientific terms in 
general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, 
yet practical Astro Dictionary.

The work is Illustrated with special plates.

Price, Only 50 cts., Post 
Free.

Address: Astro Philosophical Pub, Co., P 
O. Box 2783, Denver, CoL

Part Flint.
ANCIEN1 SPIRITUALISM.

U'HAPTERl. thk FAITHS OF ANCIENT PEOPLED 
spiritualism as old as our planet. Lfghtsand shad 
ows of Pagan times.

CHAPTER II. Assyria, chaldka, eGYpt and 
pehsia. “ Chaldea's seers are good." The Proph
ecy of Alexander's death. Spiritualim in the 
shadow of the pyramids. Ketho and Psamrrffeticus 
Prophecies regarding Cyrus. Tbe “Golden Star’ 
of Persia.

CHAPTER HI. INDIA ANDCHINA. Apollonius and 
the Brahmins. The creed of “Nirvana." Laotse 
and Confu^ns. Present corruption on the Chinese

CHAPTER /. GREECE AND Rome. /The famoue 
Spiritualists of Hellas. Communication between 
world and world three thousand yearsago. Tbe 
Delphian Oracle. Pausanias and the Bysantine 
Captive. “Great Pan is dead." Socrates and his 
attendant spirit. Vespasian at Alexandria. A 
haunted house at Athens. Valens add the Greek 
Theurgist*. The day* of the Caesars. \

Part Second.
SPIRITUALISM IM THE JEWISH AND 

CHRISTIAN ERAS'
CHAPTER I. THE SPIRITUALISM OF THE BIBLE. 

Science versus Religion. Similarity of modern and 
ancient phenomena. The siege of Jerusalem. “The 
Light of the World." Unseen armies who aided in 
the triumph of the Cross.

JHAPTKR II. THE SPIRITUAL IN THE EARLY 
Christian church. Signs and wonders in the days 
of the Fathers. Martyrdom of Polycarp. The re 
turn of Evagrius after death. Augustine's faith. 
The philosophy of Alexandria.

CHAPTER ill. spiritualism in catholic ages. 
The counterfeiting of miracles. St. Bernard. The 
case of Mademoiselle Fetter. The tomb of the 
Abbe Paris. “Tbe Lives of Saints." Levitation. 
Prophecy of tho death of Ganganellt.

CHAPTER IV. THE SHADOW OF CATHOLIC 8PIR 
iTUALiSM. Crimes of the Papacy. The record of 
the Dark Ages. Mission and martyrdom of Joan of 
Arc. Tbe career of Savonaroia. Death of Urban 
Grandler.

CHAPTER V. THE SPIRITUALISM OF THE WAL- 
DENSEB AND CAM18ARDS. The Israel of the Alp*. 
Ten centuries of Persecution. Arnaud's march. 
The deeds of Laporte and Cavalier. The ordeal of 
fire. End of the Cevennois War.

CHAPTER VI. Protestant SPIRITUALISM. Pre
cursors of the Reformation. Luther and Satan.

THK RPI JOTALIBM OF CERTAIN

vost.
>bl« faith, and the providences accorded 
okbe, Oberlin, and tbe Seeress of Pre-

Part Third.

Signs of the Times
From the Standpoint of & Scientist.

AN ABDRM8 DELIVERED AT THE F1R8T METHO 
DI8T CHURCH UNHCR THK AUSPICES OP THK

WESTERN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL 
RESEARCH.

Prof. Elliott Coues, M. D„
Member of the National Academy of Sciences of 
the London Society for Psychical Research, etc., etc.

CONTENTS.

Consist* of concise Essay# on Living Question*of 
the day or of historical research in Religion, Science 
and Philosophy, prepared by wrttersof tbe mostem- 
inentabllity. Under the editorial direction of Dr. 
Elliott Coues.

NO. 1. “BIOGENs" A Speculation on the 
Origin and Nature of Life. By Dr. Coues. Now In 
Its Sixth Edition. X

NO. ». “THE DAEMON OF DARWIN.” By 
the author of “Biogen." Now Tht Edition.

NO. 8. “A BUDDHIST CATECH1 18, 8y 
H. 8. Olcott. With Notes by Elliott Cou«s. Third 
American Edition..

NO. 4. “CAN MATTER THINKT" By an 
Occultist. With Introduction and Appendix by Elliott 
Coues. A New Edition.

NO. 5. “KUTHUMI; “The True and Complete 
(economy of Human Life. A new Edition. Re
written and Prefaced by Elliott Coues,

NO. «. “A WOMAN IN THE CASE." By 
Professor Coues. Washington. 1887. Second Edi
tion. Now first added to the Biogen Series, with a 
new introduction by Elisabeth Cuvaua.

Price, 50 cent* *Mh.

OF THK *

COMPLETE WORKS
OF 

ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS. 
Comprising Thirty Uniform Volumes, all Neatly 

Bound In Cloth.

S’flsUp 7percent.extra-If sent by Express, 
the Charges Payable on Delivery.

The Woman Question. The Neros, or Cycle of six 
Hundred Years. The International Congress of 
Women. The Opinions of a Scientist, “8ub*tan-

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tag Religio- 
PHILOWOPHICAL JOULN L Office.

Biogen* 
Natural

stter Way. 
Invaluable

sttmuiant and guide to the Novick in rax Study or 
tk* OCCULT aAwell as a most

‘ EXCELLENT MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.

FH£

PATHWAY OF THE SPIRIT.
A guide to Inspiration, Illumination and Divine 

Realisation on Earth.
BY JOHN HAMLIN DEWEY, M. D.

#10.

Philosophical Journal Office.

This work I* Numbar 2 of the Christian Theosophy 
Sries and is having a large and rapid sale.

Pries, cloth bound, 11.36; paper, 76 cent*.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tax Religio- 

Philosophical Journal Office

Nature's Divine Revelations,........................ .
Tho Physician. Vol. I. Great ilarmonia......... 
The Teacher. “ 11.
The Peer. “ HI. “ “ .......
The Reformer. “ VI. “ “ .........
Tho Thinker. "V. " “ .........
Magic Staff An Autobiography of A. J. Davis.. 
Morning Lectures. Being 24 Discourses............  
A Stellar Key to the Summer land........................ 
Arabula, or Divine finest.................................. .
Approaching Crisis, or Truth vs. Thedogy......... 
Answers to Ever-recurring Questions........  .... 
Children's Progressive Lyceum Manual............ • 
Death and the After.-Life............... .......................  
History and Philosophy of Evil.................... .
I iarbinger of Health............................................... 
Harmonial Man, or Thoughts for the Age........  
Events tn the life of a Heer. (Memoranda.).... 
Philosophy of Special Providences......................  
Free Thought* Concerning Religion....................  
Penetralia, Containing Harmonial Answer*.... 
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse....................  
The Inner Life, or 8pirit Mysteries Explained., 
'’he Temple-or Diseases of the Brain and 

Nerves. ................................ . .................
The Fountain, with Jet* of New Meanings ..... 
Tale of a Physician, or Seeds and Fruits of 

Crime.................................. ....................
Dlakka, and their earthly Victims........................  
Genests and Ethic* of Conjugal Love...............  
views of Our Heavenly Home............................... 
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MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
If APTER I. INTRODUCTORY.

OHAPREK11. delusions. American false proph
ets. Two ex-reverends claim to be witnesses fore
told by St. -John. “The New Jerusalem." A 
strange episode in the history of Geneva. “The 
New Motor Power.” A society formed for the at
tainment of earthly immortality.

CHAPTER III. delusions (continued). The re 
viva! of Pythagorean dreams. Allan Kardec's 
communication after death. Fancied evocation of 
the spirit of a sleeper. Fallacies of Sardeels tn. 
The Theosophical Society. Its vain quest for 
sylphs and gnomes. Chemical processes for the 
manufacture of spirits. A magician wanted.

CHAPTER IV. Mental diseases little understood.
CHAPTER V. “PEOPLE FROM THE OTHER WORLD." 

A pseudo Investigator. Groping* tn the dark. Tho 
spirit whose name was Yusef. Strange logic and 
strange theories.

CHAPTER VI. SKEPTICS AND TESTS. Mistaken 
Spiritualists. Libels on the Spirit world. Tbe 
whitewashing of Ethiopians.

CHAPTER Vil. absurdities. “When Greek 
meets Greek." The spirit-costume of Oliver Crom
well. Distinguished visitor* to Italian seances. A 
servant and prophet of God. Convivial spirits. A 
ghost's tea-party. A dream of Mary Stuart. The 
ideas of a homicide concerning bls own execution. 
An exceedingly gifted medium. The Crystal Pal
aces of Jupiter. Re-lncarnatlve literature. The 
mission of John King. A penniless archangel. A 
spirit with a taste for diamonds. The most wonder
ful medium In the world.

CHAPTER VIII. trickery and its EXPOSURE. 
Dark seances. A letter from Serjeant Cox. The 
concealment of “spirit-drapery." Rope tying ano 
handcuffs. Narrative of exposed inapastaro. V- 
rious modes of fraud.

CHAPTBR IX. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOS THE 
(continued). The passing of matter through mat
ter. “Spirit brought flowers. ” The ordinary dark 
seance. Variations of “phenomenal" trickery. 
“Spirit Photography.” Moulds of ghostly bands 
and feet. Baron Kirkup's experience. The read 
ing of sealed letters.

’HAPTER X. THE HIGHER ASPECTS OF SPIRITU 
alism. The theological Heaven. A story regard
ing a coffin. An incident with “L. M.” A London 
drama. “Blackwobd s Magazine" and some seane^ 
in Geneva. .
HAPTER XI. “ OUR FATHER."

CHAPTBR XII. THE HIGHER ASPECT OF 8PIRITU- 
aujm (continued). "Stella.”

APPENDIX.

An Admirable Story.
BARS AND TE SHOLDS.

PtMStf IN Lift Bijend and Within,
By MRS. EMMA MINER.

nits story is full of interest and spiritual phtloso- 
*ta author is a fine inspirational writer and 

When published aa a newspaper aerial it 
•num; and the demand has been such 

'ng it tn book form. Every 8pirtt- 
1 thinker will enjoy the story, 

'. ’’’rice to oents.
‘ail, at Tag B1U0IO.

EDITED AND COMPILED BY G, B. STEBBINS.
“It begins with old Hindoo poems and will be of 

interest, not only to Spiritualist*, but to all who love 
^w^^811* Ot “* '** PO*try "-SYRACUSE 
STANDARD,

#27 00
BETThe Complete Works of A. J. Davis, if ordered 

to one address, at one time, will be sold at a liberal 
discount.

* This covers eight pages and was not included in 
the American edition. It is devoted to a brief ac
count of a young medium wife under spirit influence

ration* are given. The appendix ispoetic 
an
’N# book.

TM* i* tbe English edition originally published a,

,.“9!“ type and tinted paper make fit setting for 
ttarichcontenta."—Rocrxmtkr Union, *

*m thMt Mr' Stobbln* for his work 
^rrft8rhe ’HOM/'-JAMM G. Clark, 8 inomr and 

Price, #1 AO, mailed free of postage.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Taa Kiuoio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

L06IC TAUGHT BY LOVE. ,
-"- ■ ■ /

MARY BOOLE.
Part of the object of this work I* to call attention 

the fact that our life is being disorganise the
monotony of our method* of teaching.

Price, #1.00.
For sal*, wholtwl* and retail, at Ta* BlLMIO* 

Philosophical Journal Office.

14.00. It is a large book, equal to 600 pages of the 
average 12mo., and much superior in every way to 
the American edition published some years ago. 
Originally published in 1877, It was in advanc® of IL 
time. Events of the oast twelve years have justified 
tho work and proven Mr. Home a true prophet, 
guide and adviser In a field to which his labor, gifu 
and noble character have given lustre.

Svo., 412 page*. Price, W.00.
a# The Religio-
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“The Denton.”
A Great Premium.

A #40 SEWING MACHINE AND THIS KE- 
UGIO PHILOSOPHICAL JOUR

NAL ONE YEAR FOR #20

Points ot Superiority
OF THE

“DENTON”
Sewing Machine'

"'THE DENTON" has the ^largest design ot bent 
woodwork; with skeleton drawer cases, made In both 
walnut and oak, highly finished and the most dur
able made.

The stand is rigid and strong, having brace from 
over each end of treadle rod to table, has a large bal
ance wheel with belt replacer, andj a very easy 
motion of treadle.

The head is free from plate tensions, the {machine 
is so set that without any change of upper or lower 
ension you can sew from No. 40 to No. 150 thread, 

and by a very slight change of disc tension on face 
plate, you can sew from the coarsest [to the .finest 
thread. It has a self-setting needle and loose pully 
device on hand wheel for winding bobbins without 
running the machine; has automatic bobbin winder, 
self-threading shuttle with positive feed and positive 
take-up. TbJflnest work, Arrasene, Embroidery, 
Etching, or any work done on any other machine, 
can easily be accomplished on this one. It is adjust
able tn all its bearings, and has less springs than any 
other sewing machine on the market, it Is the 
quickest to thread, being self-threading, except the 
eye of the.needle, it is the easiest machine In 
changing length of stitch, and Is very quiet and easy 
running. Is a high arm machine, which allows of a 

u very large space under arm.

Attachments Accompanying Each Alachine
ARE AS FOLLOWS:

^«U±r;±±»er ^ 1 Attachments tn 
One Set of 4 Hemmers, I bracketareail

........... interchangeable
into foot on 
presser bar.

One Presser Foot, 
One Hemmer and Feller, 
One Braider Foot, 
One Tucker, ■ 
One Quilter, 
One Plate Gauge, 
One Slide for Braider, 
One Oil Can (with OH), 
One Thread Cutter,

Six Bobbins, 
Seven Needles, 
One Large Screw Driver, 
One Small Screw Driver, 
One Wrench.
One Instruction Book.

WARRANTY.
Every machine is fully warranted for five years 

Any part proving defective will be replaced free of 
charge, excepting needles, bobbinsand shuttles.

TERMS.

Any old subscriber will be entitled to ‘.‘The Denton’ 
machine and one year's extension of subscription to 
TAM JOUKNAL on payment of 120.

ii.
Any new subsbrlber will receive ‘‘The Denton' 

machine and The JouKNAt for one year on pay
ment of 120.

XIX.
For *75 I will send Th« Journal one year to 

thirty new subscribers, and “The Denton ’to the 
getter-up of the club. .

N. B. — This proposal for clubs secures *145 
for 175, and those proposing to canvass for such a, 
club must notify me at once, as 1 reserve the right 
to withdraw the offer, only holding myself obligated 
to such as have notified me that they are at work on

SHIPPING.
Every machine will be securely packed and 'crated 

and delivered on board car at factory free of extra 
charge. The transportation charges, to be paid on 
delivery by the buyer, will be very small; the crated 
machine going as ordinary freight.
’ “The Denton" is manufactured exclusively for the 
Ukligio- Philosophical Journal and is equal in 
all particulars to any 140 machine on the market.

REMITTANCES.
Send money by P. O. order, express order, or draft 

on Chicago or New York. Please do not send checks 
on local banks.

State whether you will have th# machine in oa* or

The BeUgio-PhiloaopliIcnl Journal

Works of Instruction in

HYPNOTISM, 
MESMERISM, AND 

ANIMAL MAGNETISM.
How to Mesmerise. By J. W. Cadwell a practi

cal and experienced.operator. Paper covers. Price 
50 cents.

How to Magnetize, or Magnetism and 
Clairvoyance: By J. V. Wilson. Paper covers. 
Price 25 cents.

How to Mesmerize. A manual, By J. Coates, 
Ph. D. Paper covers. Price 50 cents.

The Illustrated Practical Mesmerist. By 
W. Davey. Stiff board covers. Price 75 cents.

Human Magnetism: Ite Nature, Physi
ology and Psychology. Its uses as a remedial 
agent, and In moral and intellectual improvement, 
etc, By Dr. 11. S. Drayton. Cloth, Price 75 cents.

Hypnotism: Its History and Present De
velopment. By Frederick Bjornstrom, M. D. Au
thorized translation from the Swedish, by Baron 
NIls Posse, M. G. Paper Covers. Price 30 cents.

Animal Magnetism. By Binet and Fere, Cloth. 
Price *1.50, postage 10 cents.

Practical Instructions In Animal Magne
tism. J. P. F. Delente. Revised edition withan 
appendix of notes by the translator, and letters 
from eminent physicians, descriptive of cases in 
the United States. Cloth. Price *2.0u. Postage 15 
cents.

Vital Magnetic Cure. An' exposition of vital 
magnetism and its application to the treatment of 
mental and physical disease. By a magnetic physi
cian. Cloth. Price 1.00, postage 10 cents.

Mental Suggestion. By Dr. J. Gehorowicz. 
Sometime Professor extraordnarius of Psychology 
and Natural-pllosophy in the University of Lem- 
burg. With a preface by Charles Bichet.

Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald M. A. 
369 octavo pages. Paper covers *1.20. Cloth *2.0

For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Reliqio 
Philosophical Journal Office.

OUR FLAG, 
OB. THE EVOLUTION OF 

' The Stars and Stripes;

ROBERT ALLEN CAMPBELL, 
Compiler of the first Atlas of Indiana, author of “The 

Rebellion Record,” etc.
Thtswork as a history of the “Stars and Stripes,” 

gives the facts that are recorded in official docu
menta, the Histories of the Country and the Cyclo
pedias so succinctly and Interestingly arranged that 
the whole story Is told in a moderate volume.

The symbolic meanings of the colors and the de
signs of the “Star Spang ed Banner” are beautifully 
brought out and embellished with 29 Illustrations— 
three of them in colors showing Foreign, Colonial 
and United States ensigns.

Price, #1.90, postpaid,
For sale, wholesale and retail, at THE Religio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

IDE WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE LIFE
A HAND-B OK OF

Christian Theosophy, Healing,
AND PSYCHIC CULTURE, *

A NEW EDUCATION, 

RASED UPON

Cho Ideal anti Methadol ThcGhrist

UY J. H. DEWEY, M. D.

The object of the book is not to teach a philosophy, 
but a method; a method by which all may come tv 
an Immediate intuitive knowledge of the truth, each 
for himself, by an inward illumination, which is 
claimed to be within reach of the humblest.

A clear exposition is given of the law and principle 
upon which all forms of Mental and Faith Healing 
are based, with plain, practical und specific Instruc
tion for self-healing as well as for the healing of 
others.

More Important still is the thorough exposition of 
the higher psychic powers, viz., Psychometry, Nor
mal Beership. Mental Telegraphy, Distant Healing,’ 
etc., and the new and specific processes for their im 
mediate development and exercise, which the author 
claims are as normal, practical and legitimate as are 
the development and training of muscle, the musical 
or any other faculty.

MOpp. Price, *2,00 Postage, 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail. ^ Th® Rbligio- 

PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL Office.

Upward Steps
OF

Seventy Years.
AUTOBIOGRAPHIC, BIOGRAPHIC 

HISTORIC

GKOWTH OF RKFORM8-ANTL8LAVRRY, ETC
-THE WORLD'S HELPERS AND LIGHT- 

BRINGERB-SPIKITUALISM-PSY-
CHIC HK8KAHCH-RELIG- 

IOUS OUTLOOK-COM
ING REFORMS.

GILES B. STEBBINS, 
editor and Compiler of “Chapters from the Mbit 

tht Agee," and ‘’Poems of the Life Beyond": 
Author of “After Dogmatic Theology, 

Whatt" etc,, etc.

CONTENTS.
Dedicatory Introduction,

CHAPTER 1.—Ancestry; Childhood; Youth; Birth 
place; Springfield, Mass.; Hatfield; Home Life 
Oliver Smith; Sophia Smith; Self-Help.

CHAPTER H.-Oid Time Good and III; Religious 
Growth; Reforms; Temperance.

CHAPTER HI.—Transcendentalism; Brook Farm; 
Hopedale; Northampton; Samuel L. Hill; W. E. 
Channing; Pierpont; Theodore Parker.

CHAPTER IV.—Anti-Slavery; Garrison; “The Fleas 
of Conventions;" Personal Incidents 11. C. 
Wright; C. L. Remond;George Thompson; Gerritt 
Smith; Abby Kelley Foster; Abigail and Lydia 
Mott; Abigail P. Ela; Josephine L. Griffin.

CHAPTER V.—The Friends; Quakerism; Griffith 
M. Cooper; John and Hannah Cox; A Golden 
Wedding; Experience* of Priscilla Cadwallader; 
Lucretia Mott; McClintock; J. T. Hopper; Thomas 
Garrett; Richard Glazier; Progressive Friends 
Meetings.

CHAPTER VL—The World’s Helpers and Light 
Stingers; John D. Zimmerman ;W S. Prentiss; 
Wm Denton; E. B. Ward; Emily Ward; Benjamin 
F. Wade; H. C. Carey; Home Industry; Education, 
Scientific, Industrial, and Moral; “Religion of the 
Body;" Ju got Arinori MorL Peary Chand Mlttra; 
President Grant and Sojourner Truth; John Brown; 
Helpful Influences; Great Awakenings.

CHAPTER VII. Spiritualism; Natural Religion; 
Experiences and Investigations; Slate Writing 
Spirits Described; Piano Music without Hands; A 
Fact Beyond Mind Reading; Lifted in the Air; 
Spirit Portraits; A MichlganPtoneer's Experience; 
Looking Beyond; Future Life; Natural Medium
ship; Illumination; Blind Inductive Science.

CHAPTERjriII.—Psyohie Science Research; The

CHAPTER II.-Religious Outlook; Coming Re
forms; A Naw Protestantism; Woman in the Pul
pit; Rev. Horace Bushnell's "DeepMatters”; Rad
icalism; Ethical Culture: Liberal Christianity; A 

, Needed Leaven; Two Paths; Future Religion; 
s-Comfng'Reforms; Conclusion.

riloe. clothjbound,#1.35.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Th® Rwwio- 

Philosopiucal Journal Office.

IS DARWIN RIGHT ?
The Origin of Man.

BY WILLIAM DENTON,
Author of “Our Planet,” “Soul of Things,” Etc,

/bls is n cloth bound volume of two hundred pages.
.mo„ handsomely Illustrated. It shows that man is 

.lot of miraculous, but of natural origin; yet 

.hat Darwin s theory is radically defective, because 
t leaves out the spiritual causes whlrh have been 

the tnost potent concerned in his production. It is 
scientific, plain, eloquent ano convincing, an I prob
ably sheds more light upon man a origin than all the 
volumes the press has given to the public for yeara

Price, *1,99; postage, 5 ^enU,
For sale, wholesale and retail, at TH® RaiiGlo- 

PEiLofiupHK’Ai. Journal office.

THE VOICES.-
BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW-

The V<fu k OF N aTI’PK represents God In the light 
of Reason tun! Philosophy—tn His unchango bie and 
riorbais attributes.

The Voice of A Pebblr delineates the individu
ality of Matte, and Mind, fraternal Charity and 
Love,

THK Vote® OF superstition takes the creed# rt 
their w<i, and proves by numerous passages from 
the Bible that the God of Moses has been defeated 
by Satan, from the Garden of Eden to Mount Cal
vary! - a. ■.

Tn® Voice of Prayer enforces the iciest that our 
irayere must nccord with Immutable laws, else we 
pray for effects, independent of cause.

Twelfth edition, with a new stipp]ed steel-plate 
angraving of the author from a recent photograph. 
Printed In large, clear type, on beautiful tinted 
paper, bound in beveled boards.

Price, *1.09. postage 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at TH® Religio- 

Philosophica l journal Office.

THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS
OK

SPIRITUALISM.
BY EPES SARGENT.

Author of “ Planchette, or the Despair of Scieno#,' 
” The Proof Palpable of immortality/’ S*1-

This is a large ??mo. of 372 pages. In long prism 
type, with an appendix of twenty-three page*&'’*©• 
vler. - ■

The author takes the ground that since nat##l 
science ts concerned with a knowledge of real pb#* 
nomena, appealing to our sense perceptions, anti 
which are not only historically Imparted, but are di
rectly presented in the Irreslstable form of dally 
demonstration to any faithful investigator, therein** 
Spiritualism Is a natural science, and all oppos* 
tion to It, under the Ignorant nretente that it is ouv 
side of nature, ts unscientific and unphllosophical.

Mr. Sargent remarks in his preface: “ The hour ts 
coming, and now is, when the man claiming to be a 
philosopher, physical or metaphysical, who shall 
overlook the constantly recurring phenomena here 
recorded, will be set down as behind the age, or as 
evading Its most Important question. Spiritualism la 
not now th® despair or science, M I called it on 
the title page of my first book on the subject. Among 
intelligent observers its claims to scientific recogni
tion are no longer a matter of doubt." ,

Moth. Wmo., 372 pages. Price, *1. postage 10 
-cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail at Th® Relioio- 
Bhilosophical Journal Office.

fiMII mom PAUL
Edited by M. L. Holbrook, M. D., Editor, Author ■ 

and Publisher, with an Appendix on the Care 
of Children, by Dr. C. S. Lozier, late Dean of the Ne s - 
York Medical College, for Women, cC.

The difficulty has been not to find what to say, but 
to deciae what to omit. It ts believed that a health 
ful regimen has been described; a constructive, pre 
paratory and preventive training, rather ths*' 
course of remedies, medications and drugs.

Price, *1.00.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Th® Religio- 

Philosophical Journal Office._________________

SPECIAL IMPORTATION,

Spint Ioikeis mMl- ^
Being an Autobiographic Narrative of Psychic Phe

nomena la the Family Circle Spread over a 
Period of Nearly Twenty Yean?.

BY MORELL TH EOB ALP "• C A., 
Of London, Englm.

A limited supply of this new and interesting book 
is nbw offered the American public. Having im
ported It in sheets we are able to offer the work at a 
sharp reduction in our price at which the English- 
bound edition can be supplied In America. ‘

The book is a large Hmo. of 310 pages, handsomely 
printed on fine heavy paper from new type with 
fancy Initial letters and chapter ornaments. Price 
#1.50—a very tow figure.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Th® Religio 
Philosophical Journal Office.

GILES 9. STEBBINS'S WOK
After I 1411 alio Theology, What?
MATERIALISM, OR A SPIRITUAL PH I LOS O' 

PHY AND NATURAL RELIGION.

HY GILES B. UTEBBINH.

“Physiology minces man to a jelly; Psychology 
lifts him to immortality."

This is a thoughtful, crisp, well condensed book, 
from the pen of unexperienced thinker and writer, 
well-known in every field of reform, and an earnest, 
consistent Spiritualist. From out his ample store of 
experience and reading the author aptly draws innu
merable illustrations to fortify his argument. The 
book may be unqualifiedly commended.

“It aims to state Materialism fairly, and to hold It 
os fragmentary and inconsequent; to give a wide 
range of ancient and modern proof of the higher as
pects of the God idea in history. The closing chapter 
on Intuition, gives some remarkable facta. —Detroit 
Post and Tribune.

12mo, cloth, 141 A*8«>< Price 50 cents; postage, > 
cents . ....

Progress From Poverty.
A Review and Criticism of Henry George's Pro

gress and Poverty, and Protection or Free Trade.
"It would be hard to make a mere effective reply to - 

Mr. George's assertion that land aad wage servitude 
is worse than chattel slavery than is done by quot
ing from slave overseer journals brought north dur
ing the war, and from old advertisement in Southern 
^w'^mKrt^l^ chattel slavery actually

i ‘Hoe, Cloth. 60 cents; paper, 25 cental
For sale, wholesale and rthf' at Tn Rbligio 

Philosophical jo’twjiiOfflta.
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plify present methods of doing housework. 
The programme is an excellent one and 
many well-known women are to read 
papers. Prof. Lucy M. Salmon, of Vas
sar College, will read a paper on “Educa
tion in the Household. The Practical 
Application of Economics, Science, etc.” 
Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel, of Ann Arbor, 
Mich., will speak on “The Scientific anti 
Hygienic Preparation of Food?' a^i Mrs. 
Ellen H. Richards, of the Institute of 
Technology, will tell “How to Debut 
Adulteration.” Miss Emily Huntington, 
of New York, takes up the “Value of 
Kitchen Garden Methods?’ and Miss Juliet 
Corson will read a paper on “Diet

discontinuances.—subscriber# wishing Th® I Kitchens. ” The Congress bids fair to be
Journal stopped at the expiration of their sub
scription should give notice to that effect, other
wise the publisher will consider It their wish to 
have it continued.

an interesting one not only to housekeepers 
but to the general public.

saduga Camp Meeting Association: Mr. 
George P. Colby, of Lake Helen, Fla.; Mr. 
J. Simmons, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who 
traveled so many years with Henry Slade; 
Mr. A. J. King, of Hammonton. N. J., 
one of the veterans in the cause; Dr. J. H. 
Dewey, of New York, whose books “The 
Open Door,”1 and “The Way, the Truth 
and the Life” are well known to most 
readers of The Journal; Mrs. L. Milner 
and daughter, of New Orleans, who are 
enjoying the Fair; Mr. W. O. Pierce, of 
Winchester, Ind.; Hon. John A. Taylor, 
Dr. Lewis G. Jones and James Shilton, of 
Brooklyn, N. Y.; J. D. Shaw and wife, 
Waco, Texas; Oapt, R. C. Adams, Mon
treal; Wm. McDonnell, Lindsay, Ont.; anil 
Charles Watts, England.

8 LoW £

elegantly illustrated and containing two

work ofArt. We offer the finest stock of Hya- 1 ►

»Mw»«uni#uu3turCTvirarencwDmwan«rMin» T 
for fell planting and winter blooming, also choice < Ih 
ShrubSjTrees and Fruits. It is the most beautiful M>

i The Marshalltown (Iowa) Statesman 
REMITTANCES.—Should be made by Post-office I u iu . . v j ■
K», Order. U.P™ Ci... Money Order, T M«fsh“»‘»w» has been honored m 
Registered Letter, or draft on either Chicago or ^^ election of one of its talented ladies 
New York. I as a candidate fur superintendent of pub*
tay Do Not Send Checks on Local Banka I }jc instruction on the populist ticket. Mrs. 
Ail letters and communications should be ad I T. W. Woodrow has that honor. There 
»,rcX“^ “Painty of her dee-
----------------------------- ^-------------------- — tion, but should such event transpire the
S"^'^Xh!^ ’te wi» te »'" «'« “ Stably, we
Heading Notices, #u cents per line. I , *

' Lord & Thomas, Advertising Agents, 45 Ran are sure> as ^ h»S bcen many times ill the 
dolph Street, Chicago. All communications rein- f nast Mm Woodrow k » bdv uf culture rive to advertising should be addressed to them. 1 04X1 ° 1S * laay ul LUilun,
r^=^z=^r=^z^^ I high attainments, and possesses unusual

The Journal has a number of “Stories 
for <>ur Children,” by Hudson and Emma 
Tuttle that we will dispose of at ten cents 
each. They embody liberal ideas in a1 
form suited to childish minds. Many 
habits of animals are treated of in a way 
to incite cariosity and study and thc 
stories are all entertaining and well told.

Clementina N. Pinning has written a

8 and complete Catalogue of the kind ever issued
S JOHN LETO CHILDS, Homi Put, H.T

NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY 
ft.K.wna^ DfamSfc***

study of Elocution, the Fine Arte, and Modern lan
guage*. The admirably equipped Home affords a 
safe and inviting residence for lady students.
Calendar) FRANK W. HALE.Gen. Manager.

Free, j franklin Square, Boston. Mass.

THIS PApPygJ||^g*^^^J^H,OAQO good common sense. She is modest and 
1 unassuming in her demeanor, and while 

an advocate ol the rights of women to a 
fair share of thc advantages in governmentCONTENTS.

ri^S»SofTMi?urSfe aWTtK with man and an etlual 8huww with him 
psthy- ? I in the battle of life in the official and com*

SK^^Dw££?K~SplrHu*n,<£ Universities, char- I mercial world, she is in no sense an often- 
COL 1*01498, \ i

™ , I sive woman suffragist or believes in the
THIRD PAGE—The Open Court.—The Psychical | , . . , . . , ,

science congress. On the Difficulty of Making I neglect of home—the destruction of home 
Crucial Experiments As to the Source of the .

unusual intelligence Manifested in | circles by the mother, wife or daughter.

number of hymns and collected them in I
book form under the title “Inspirational I UNANSWERABLE L IC.
Hyms and Songs of Progress.” There is I 
also a supplement by W. J. Colville. This A Series of Spirit iwIDiseoum Given Through 
will no doubt supply a want in this direc- I ^p Mediumship of Thomas Gales Roister.
tion. Published by II. E. Saunders, 352 -e' remarkably Hear,compreiieuslveand complete

t I presentation of the phenomena and teachings of
gden avenue, ( hicago. I Modern Spiritualism is Riven in these 1ecturea.com-

---------------- - | paring them with those <>f the past In respect to life

We have a few Copies of the book “Man ^X™”™n<is who have listened to the 

and his Destiny, written by the Holl. 1 eloquent discourses of Thomas Gales Forster, when
Joel Tiffany. It is a book that has had a in the prime <»f earth-life, will welcome this volume 

I with heartfelt gfstlliile.
Extra or Unusual Intelligence Manifested in | Circles oy me motBer, Wile or daughter. I very large sale and It IS a valuable one. I Th? following chapters are especially Interesting
StateTof Avrett Menta! YJ^ well informed and up I There are but a few copies of it left and What i« Spiritualism? Philosophy of Death; Wk

__  ‘ I Wjth the times and an ardent advocate of we shall be glad to fill orders for it at ““^o"*1 th« Y«h? Human Destiny, ClairvoyantFOURTH page-On the Difficult of Making I tu t e umes, anti an aroent aavocaie w * and aalraudience. What Spiritualists Believe, eg
Ute our public school system, she is, there-  Cloth; large 12 mo., beveled kan* Price, WA*

fore, well equipped for the duties of that _ , , ■ ; | „For sale, wholesale and retail,at Tsu Rkogio-People who are interested in the Society I Philosophical Jovnutooe. office, which, however, we feel quite con-. . _ ,. . n , 
1B ^ “ P,KWwl fluent in saying is to be again refilled by a fnr ^^^al Research 

Experiences. , n ? v „ 4 numbers at this office.
sixth PAGB.—Experimental Crystal Garing. democrat, Prof. Knoepfler. numbers have become
SEVENTH PAGE.-Experimenta! Crystal Gazing. ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ havc bul, n few that we cun S..1L Por I TKe SCjentiflC PfaRChette. 
^^IUm^ o^^oiera^^ urderera. Th« Ljon yj the pOpUiar ij^ pamphlet, prices, see advertisement on another page.

NINTH PAG®.—voice of the People -Separation. I “Heaven Revised,"by Mrs. E. B. Duffey. I 
Prophecies. Th® Cock “Burn l^ane host* I n^hic ic HR t hnnk 1 <1 v<* In rw»r* ISensational Reports About Cholera. Capturing} -tniSlSail IXCUI .nt O OK 10 give U per | rp^, congrrSS of Religions, which has

BigSnakes. sons who are anxious to know what Spir* , . „ .
| v I lUbtd J^rtlllJ IlUrtbt <ini(H)^ 41* KUMIS of I iHnnv devices end instruments h&vs been invented

TENTH page.-Woman and the Home. - The itualists believe in regard to the future ! .
Light of Reason. Womens’ Work and Wages. I , - . . . - | people anti JUlMtiCd large aunnTiees, I since Planchette first appeared but none of them
±ttt*.#l the Fatr- M****h»eou# Ad- life. «s it is a “narrative of personal « J broughl. its sessions lo n close lnst w<<ek| haveever answered the purpose so well. 

| periences after the change called death.” | P directions for use.
SL8lEBNIdT.rt^menuOOk Review.. Miaoellan- Those who are already Spiritualists will ' f ^ . ? , J ‘ Place Planchette on a sheet of paper (printing or

eons Advertisements. | > V ‘t I l*‘^esBng one and many taluabh papers I wrapping paper will answer), then place the hand
TWELFTH PAG®.—A Boston Woman's Impres- I “e tUteteSWtl to See ROW it Compares With I wefe read. The Congresses to follow are: } lightly on the board; In a few minute# it begins to 

stonsof Ireland, Miscellaneous Advertisements, their individual conceptions and expert- I ^yjj| Public Health Com Oct 10 I moTe Rn<311 rea<3y 10 answer mental or spoken que#-
TH1RTBBNTH PAGE.r-A Spiritual Sense. Mls- enCCS. Price, tweilly-flve Cents. Forsalelv.v 1 u i Uon#* u W1U not Work for ®verybo<3y; but when a

cellaneous Advertisements. I ,. ... | Ai.x. Agriculture.................................... OCL 1«>. | party of tnree or four come together it li^osieer-
FOURTEENTH PAGE.-Ml«cellaneou# Advertise- at 1 1S ° We’ I --------- ------------ ^ that some one of the number will have the

menta. | -----------------“’— } } peculiar power necessary to enable Planchette to
FIFTEENTH PAG®. -Miscellaneous Advertise-! Everybody who has heard Of Lord & FOR INDIGESTION display It# mysterious working#, f one be unsuc-
aiXTMffiNTH PAGE -General Items Miaoellan I Thomas great Chicago advertising agency I HO|WFOUlfs Phosphate. I That Planchette l«X»ble of affording constant

8IXZKenSLuG a “ p^ their motto-”Advertise Judb entertainment is wen established by thirty years'
--------------------------------------- --------------- f ciously.” 'Many are the novel ways in nM’ Mr “ w ,eM ’-
—“— --------- 1-------------"“---------- ----------------------- * I tmn i ^S' ‘^ IS . ^A a S ,r 7 niuwrt lb numerable cases are of record where ft has been the

Fnr time Thf JorRNAI has been h h h y «P h d P vf m*' *<--quaintanceS am patients, prin- mwuM Of conveying message# from .nlrtt. to mor-
lor some time ihe journal nas »een | ^ public. The latest plan is to distrib- I cipally for stomach troubles, indigestion, u!li planchette offer# a wide and never ending

offering to send the paper to new sub- I ute thousand of rules for measuring space 1 etc'> with the best of effect.” I aeid for speculation and experiment.
gcribers tor 50 cents for twelve weeks. I which bear this legend and the compli- j I m#U p&cked in rtr*w‘
This opportunity will not be given but for I mentsof the firm. Any general advertiser j TM,h>*ng .orwn. tn. gum.. raoucM inB.mmuikn. I Vo. “l,.vtoi«o<w4 »wi.u Tna bilbw* 

t? i.,™, <„ can secure one of these convenient |iu;t uw *»«».«« »* Mc.»l,.boul.. enrIz>»M<c.LJo^^
, . , . articles by writing for it. -

-the papers read before tho Psych.cal Sei- ---------------- NERVOUS DISEASES Fl H MAMIF
ence Congress is very great and as it is -Mr. Heaphy’s Ghost" is a pamphlet ANn * |g | Va
at present doubtful whether they will be I containing the, London artist's own account I I _____
published in book form or not. asubscrip- «f * wonderful apparition. There are MAGNETIC THERAPEUTICS TT* I !fA qnJ M It QI 
tion to Ths JoSbbai. affords a chance of also the letteja written by Charles Dickens ,II1„.„rol,w«8,».I). f Mlb MH AHU JIUbMVU,

’ . I to Mr. Heaphy, referring to the peculiar} ri<»th. Price. 50 cent#,- posinge, 3 cent#. —by—
knowing what these careful investigators eireumsUnoe8 whlch attended the original „r"“>‘!“'!“!"!,,S|; “TB’ «'“'"»• Madame DunglaS Home, 
think on psychical subjects. publication in “All the Year Kound"of an 2S=±S -̂------------------ ------“

can procure back 
Some of the older 
very rare and we

Improved iom the Original 
Pattern of 1860.

---------------- I inaccurate version of the story. Wehavel . lrr Hl TIIF MliniT I
The Congress on Household Economics I a number of copies, some shopworn, th*11 nr uI I Iff I Hr \l Illi I Ill i 

of the World’s Congress Auxiliary will be we will send on application, accompanied I "LnL Lli L 111 I HL UI Illi LIU U
held in the ifepartment of Agriculture be- by two two-cent stamps.
ginning Oct. 16th at 10 a. m.. and con- I ----------------
tinuing till Oct. 24th. The Congress is I Among the callers at Thk Journal 
under the general direction of the Colum- office the past week were Mr. and Mrs, J.

_By_
MRS. MARIA M. KING

Bring Life Experiences. Scenw. Incidents and 
Conditions Illustrative of Spirit-Life, and the Prln-

bias. Association of Housekeepers, who I T. Lillie, who were in Chicago a few days ctpiesof the spiritual Philosophy, 
are endeavoring in a practical way to set- I before going East to fill an engagement; I Uric#. w cents..postage a cents.
tie the vexed servant question and to aim- | Mr. H. D. Barrett, President of the Cas-1 pmZurorawM^*^ B* 8MCW

“La raison ne present jamais; ^clairc”

Within the compass of an advertisement no ade
quate description of the Interesting contents of 
this book can be given; it must be read before its 
importance can be realised.

The work is a large Svo of 428 pages, printed from 
large type on ttnehenvy, supercalendered paper and 
strongly bound In cloth. The price put on it Is leas 
than value, but Mrs. Home Is desirous that this work 
should have an extended reading In America hence 
the book will be sold at a low

Price, #9 25, pontage free.


